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ABSTRACT 

The ministry problem statement discussed in this dissertation is how to integrate 

business into the local church ministry to create jobs for the church and the community to 

lead to the community’s transformation. In addressing the problem the study will 

examine God’s vision for the church and how it fits into the mission of God in the 

context of transforming the community through the application of integrating business 

into the church ministry. 

Chapter 1 will introduce the problem the study wants to solve and will bring in 

some perspectives of transformational leaderships. Chapter 2 will examine other 

proposed solutions by reviewing some literature that sheds light on both the problem and 

other proposed solutions. Chapter 3 will outline my main dissertation: Theology of Work: 

A Case Study for the Integration of Church and Business for community transformation 

and its missiological implications, using water purification as a model for solving the 

problem. Chapter 4 will address the ministry problem’s biblical and theological basis. 

Chapter 5 will review the research I conducted in Ghana to find solutions to the problem. 

Chapter 6 will examine what would be the outcome of this study in the context of the 

church and the community life. In chapter 7 will draw a conclusion with regard to the 

impact of integrating business into church ministry. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem 

Theology of work examines and explains the meaning of work by drawing 

biblical contexts from Genesis through Revelation. The question about whether a 

church’s involvement in business as part of its ministry is morally justified and brings 

glory to God was the problem that encouraged me to study theology of work. I am 

studying theology of work because I want to discover how business can be integrated into 

church ministry. I want to know whether business can economically sustain a local 

church in Ghana, transform the community, and become a means to enhance the spiritual 

growth of the community. 

I want my readers to understand that the integration of business and church can 

play a significant role in solving unemployment issues facing church members because it 

is business that turns people into employees and renders them productive in the 

community. Also I want my readers to understand that business is another way people 

can offer themselves and their love to God. This project will result in the creation of a 

business that will become part of the church’s ministry, which is the distillation of natural 

water for sale for human consumption and domestic use. The misconception that God and 

business are incompatible has been in the church establishment for so long that it is 

almost inconceivable to state the possibility without being ridiculed.  
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“This separation of God and business,” says Paul Stevens, “has resulted in a double life: 

God on Sunday, work on Monday.”1 Stevens goes on to say, “Feeding this unfortunate 

split between faith and work is a hierarchy of holiness in the mindset of most people of 

faith.”2 This study is not a study about the worthiness and ethics of business, which 

would require a different problem statement and approach. The focus in this study is 

designed to explore work in its biblical dimensions to help the local church come to the 

understanding that in business people can discover their potentials. Once that fact is 

established, business people would be encouraged to apply them in a productive way to 

bring transformation to individual lives, both in the church and in the community, thereby 

glorifying God. The second benefit would see businesses helping Christians live their 

faith out in the workplace and enhance their spiritual growth, which will lead to intimacy 

with God. The goal of this project is to help the church understand that worshiping God 

not only includes singing, evangelizing, tithing, and giving thanks but also includes 

conducting business in a moral way that can bring glory to God. In the churches that I am 

evangelizing, the activities of offering, tithing, and giving thanks are the only way it can 

glorify God. I have encountered some church leaders, particularly in Ghana who have left 

their trained profession to work for God in the church.  

While meeting with some of these leaders, I have noticed that business is 

considered a “secular” world establishment, and as such they have negative attitudes 

toward it. Such thinking can rob the church of scriptural understanding of why God 

created the world and what it means to be created in God’s image. Business does not 

                                                 

1 R. Paul Stevens, Doing God's Business: Meaning and Motivation for the Marketplace (Grand 
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2006), 2. 
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separate church from God. On the contrary,, the Bible opens in the very first chapters 

showing God working to create the universe (Gen. 1-2) and concludes with God at work. 

“I am making everything new” (Rev. 21:5). People, therefore, have an important part to 

play in God’s creation to reflect his character as a worker. Paul Stevens explains, 

Human beings made in God’s image have the enormous privilege of entering into 
God’s ongoing work in every kind of good and humane occupation. This includes 
everything from agriculture to genetic engineering, from designing software to 
manufacturing electronic, from making toys to marketing jeans, from representing 
automobile engines to counseling the depressed.3  

The importance of church engagement in business is demonstrated when 

businesses are able to serve in some unique ways for the church. This project will 

demonstrate how money can be raised from the sale of distilled water. The funds will be 

used to support church mission activities, the missiological implications of this study. 

Can it just be said that business is business, or would a Christian business be better 

operated than a “secular” business?  

Would the fact that Christians know that they are called to do everything in the 

name of Jesus to bring glory to God make a difference to a business (Col. 3:17), 

including one that is “prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks,” about their faith 

regardless of the setting (1 Pet. 3:15).4 It is my hope that when my audience and 

stakeholders read and apply this study to their contexts they will discover that business 

                                                                                                                                                 

2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 6. 

4 Jeffrey B. Van Duzer, Why Business Matters to God (and What Still Needs to Be Fixed) 
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2010), 24-25. 
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plays a redemptive role in “alleviating poverty, creating wealth, and enhancing human 

existence”5 in the community for the glory of God. 

Audience 

John Mbiti, a Christian religious philosopher and ordained Anglican priest, has 

asserted that, “the Christian way of life is in Africa to stay, certainly within the 

foreseeable future.”6 This assertion is true because God was never a stranger or an 

absentee creator to the African people. The God who revealed himself to Abraham and to 

the Jewish people was already at work in Ghana and other places in African. Today in 

every village, town, and city of Ghana, churches are spreading everywhere.  

It is in this light that I am able to connect with an audience like the First Baptist 

Church of Ashaiman (FBCA), in Ghana, to whom this dissertation is addressed. FBCA 

has been in this community for more than eighteen years, preaching and spreading the 

good news of the kingdom of God to the Ashaiman people and the neighboring towns. 

The Hope International Baptist Church in Rotterdam (HIBCR), where I am 

ordained as pastor, has been working closely with FBCA for about fourteen years, giving 

the church support in many ways for their ministries. When I first met the church in 1996 

they were worshipping with about seventy-five people, but the number has almost 

doubled over the last few years and is still growing. The youth population alone 

comprises about 35 percent of the total population of the church.  

                                                 

5 John Mbiti cited in Kwame Bediako, Christianity in Africa: The Renewal of a Non-Western 
Religion (Edinburgh; Maryknoll, NY: Edinburgh University Press; Orbis Books, 1995), 29. 

6 Ibid., 3. 
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The church’s ministries include men, women, and youth. In this long period of 

acquaintance with FBCA, I can with confidence describe the church as loving and caring 

in their relationships with one another. This inward and outward spirit of oneness can 

contribute to the success of the business. Jesus Christ summarized The Ten 

Commandments in terms of loving both God and neighbor (Matt. 24:40). This project 

will afford FBCA the opportunity to “express neighborliness” in the community. 

Stakeholders 

Stakeholders are individuals or groups with keen interests in organization’s 

success. Hope International Baptist Church of Rotterdam (HIBCR) is among the 

organizations that have a keen interest in this project’s success.  

As, its ordained pastor, I have helped to maintain cooperation between the two 

churches, FBCA and HIBCR. HIBCR will provide constructive and practical support for 

the local church to succeed in this project for the good of the church and the community.  

I include the International Baptist Convention (IBC), Frankfurt, formerly, the 

European Baptist Convention (EBC), as a stakeholder for the project. IBC’s has a wide 

network, with a fellowship of seventy English-speaking churches with missions located 

in twenty-seven countries in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Central and South 

America. It will play an influential role in providing effective support for the success of 

the project. The aim of this convention is to cooperate in a voluntarily manner with others 

for the purpose of serving Christ in words and in deeds faithfully in the world.  

The IBC has been in existence since 1957, and as IBC’s regional coordinator for 

the Netherlands and Belgium, I will be able to encourage the business people in these 

churches to give financial support to the building of the project. I have also included as 
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my stakeholders African Churches in Europe, Ghana and Africa, and their leaders. Many 

of the churches that I visit as regional coordinator are predominantly of African origin, 

and some plan to re-immigrate to their respective countries to plant churches and engage 

in other ministries. Such a move could open doors for the integration of faith and 

business and will help Christians to understand that business is also ministry and that 

church and business are interdependent, which could have missiological implication.  

Two business persons have been included as my stakeholders for my projects 

because they have shown great interest in the project and are willing to give financial 

backing (should the need arise). As John Stott explains, “[t]he gospel is not the only 

treasure, however, which Christians have to share out together. Another is our material 

‘possessions.’ Rich people are to be especially koinonikos ‘“generous,”’ and all 

Christians are told not to neglect koinonia, but rather to “contribute (koinoneo) to the 

needs of the saints.”7 Down through the history of church the rich are called to assist in 

the work of God. Jefferson and his wife own a cosmetic and food shop, and Simon is a 

business consultant. Both pledged to financially support the project.  

While all these stakeholders can play an influential role to the success of the 

ministry problem, they could also be influenced in their spiritual growth by the project.  

A few individuals have not been identified as stakeholders because they will not be 

directly involved in the project, but who would be consulted in the discussion-making 

process. Changing people’s perspectives on certain issues is a process, and in order for 

                                                 

7 John R. W. Stott, One People: Helping Your Church Become a Caring Community (Old Tappan, 
NJ: Christian Publications, 1984), 88. 
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them to grasp and understand a new phenomenon will take time, which is why Simon’s 

consultancy would be vital in this project for transformational leadership.  

Integrating Aspects of Transformational Leadership to the Project 

This study will include various aspects of transformational leadership,8 

particularly incarnational leadership, and calling-based leadership primarily because 

these two aspects of leadership focus on community transformation. As people live and 

practice their values, gifts, and faith in the community, the community becomes like a 

family, the kind of place in which people have the opportunity to learn, grow, develop, 

and share their God-given gifts and potential socially. Community is where people can 

depend on one another to share their values together at home and in the marketplace.  

A community in which transformation takes place is also one where people can 

seek opportunities to make a living and to feel that they belong. When the love that 

originated from Christ is poured out, lives are transformed. In his book, Community, 

which explores the nature of community and the dynamics of transformation, Peter Block 

explains,  

Community is about the experience of belonging. We are in a community each 
time we find a place where we belong. Community offers the promise of 
belonging and calls for us to acknowledge our interdependence. To belong is to 
act as an investor, owner, and creator of this place. To be welcomed, even if we 
are strangers.  

As if we came to the right place and are affirmed for that choice…whether in 
workplace or neighborhood, rural town or urban center, communities create a 
wider sense of belonging among citizens.9 

                                                 

8 Transformational leadership includes the leadership attributes of calling-based, incarnational, 
reflective, servanthood, contextual, prophetic, shalom, and global. 

9 Peter Block, Community: The Structure of Belonging (San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 
2008), xii, 3, 5. 
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When one belongs to a community, there is a sense of ownership. Residents know 

that the community belongs to them; they can build it, invest in it, and transform it. In 

doing so, God-given gifts are utilized in the community. In this sense one becomes an 

agent of Christ for the spiritual transformation of others and the social transformation of 

places.  

This same concept applies to the way church ministry is practiced, which enables 

the community to experience the presence of Christ. Incarnational leaders engage and 

develop relationships and their social lives within the community. The church, then, can 

come into contact with the economic, poverty, family, health, education, unemployment, 

and environmental issues that face the world. Christians are called to be the light of the 

world by walking “in a manner worthy of the calling with which you have been called” 

(Eph. 4:1, NASV).  

As the church develops relationships within the community incarnationally, it 

demonstrates God’s guidelines for life by living out those guidelines; thus, God’s 

presence is felt in the community. As Heibert and Meneses explain it, “incarnation serves 

as our model in human relationship. First, as missionaries it means we must identify 

ourselves with the people we serve. We must live among them, learn their language, 

adopt cultural ways, and work alongside them. Becoming one with people and enables us 

to build trust and learn the right to be heard.”10  

                                                 

10 Paul G. Hiebert and Eloise Hiebert Meneses, Incarnational Ministry: Planting Churches in 
Band, Tribal, Peasant, and Urban Societies (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 1995), 371. 
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The incarnational approach is best suited for cross-cultural ministry.11 Business, 

therefore, can bring people of diverse cultural backgrounds together in a relational way as 

the Church integrates business into the ministry to help the community flourish. This 

incarnational living is living the life of Christ in the world (John 17), which calls for 

involvement.  

What Does Being Involved in the Community Mean?  

The story of the leper provides a vivid clue to what it means to be involved in 

community. The leper came to Jesus and asked, “Lord, if you are willing, you can make 

me clean” (Matt. 8:2). Jesus was filled with compassion and said, “Of course I am 

willing—be clean!”(Matt. 8:3). Incarnational living does not necessarily seek to convert. 

Jesus did not use his compassion to convert the leper but instead to “authenticate His 

position as one who spoke in the Name of God….”12 Leadership is not only about 

outward performance, but it begins with an inner cleansing that is only possible by the 

indwelling power of the Holy Spirit. Such inward cleansing begins with repentance, for 

“there can be no following without previous forsaking.”13 Forsaking is what it takes to be 

transformed, and only transformed leaders can impact transformation in the communities 

where they are engaged. Christians do not normally congratulate their fellow Christians 

when they discover that they are business people, yet business brings vibrancy into 

people’s lives and makes the community praise-worthy. 

                                                 

11 Ibid., 18. 

12 Larry Richards, A New Face for the Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Pub. House, 1970), 
137. 

13 John R. W. Stott, Basic Christianity (Leicester, UK: InterVarsity Press, 1958), 109. 
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When Christians do business and reflect God’s character in creation as “potters, 

homemakers, vinedressers, farmers, craftspersons, smithies, and tentmakers,”14 they bring 

meaning to life in the community, which is what reflective leadership is about. 

The Christian transformational leader becomes the instrument of Christ’s transforming 

work in the community irrespective of cultural affiliations.  

The transformational leader thus serves God and God’s purposes, for “[a] servant 

is a person at the disposal of another,”15 which is what calling-based leadership is about. 

The purpose of the church in the community is that God may accomplish his purpose for 

the community through the church. The purpose of this study is to integrate the local 

church into producing distilled water for sale to economically sustain the local church 

without compromising its beliefs, values, and standards. Since Scripture is the church’s 

foundation in mission, its people must be willing to look and examine Scripture 

constantly.16 The church fulfills her calling-based leadership by becoming God’s 

instrument for “ministering, not only when we reach out to the hurting and lost, or when 

we mend broken things…;” [but], “we minister when we create beautiful things, design 

new computer programs, or build community in the workplace.”17 The question of 

whether this particular project was suitable to the church and community context was 

seriously considered and discussed. The concept of contextualization played a major role 

in those discussions. 

                                                 

14 Robert Banks cited in R. Paul Stevens, Seven Days of Faith: Every Day Alive with God 
(Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2001), 21. 

15 Paul Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 52. 

16 Hiebert and Meneses, 368. 

17 Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 52. 
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“True contextualization,” explains Paul Hiebert and Eloise Hiebert Meneses, “is more 

than communication. It is God working in the hearts of people, making them new and 

forming them into a new community. It is his Word transforming their lives, their 

societies, and their cultures.”18 Christians who are working in different communities and 

in different environments must understand the relationship between the gospel and 

human contexts. Before this project was discussed with FBCA, the cultural situation of 

the township of Ashaiman was taken into account. This study will expound on the 

migrant workers from West African countries residing in Ashaiman with different 

cultural identities. Writing about, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Water Rodney 

explains that, “A culture is a total way of life. It embraces what people ate and what 

people wore; the way they walked and the way they talked; the manner in which they 

treated death and greeted the new born.”19 In every culture God expresses his uniqueness 

in the hearts of people; Christians must be sensitive to cultural identities before they are 

able to sufficiently express the gospel (i.e., they must contextualize). Though Christians 

are God’s presence in the community, “we are often unaware that our beliefs are 

frequently shaped more by our culture than by our gospel.20 Various books that have 

helped in the development of these aspects of transformational leadership will be 

reviewed in the next chapter. 

                                                 

18 Hiebert and Meneses, 370. 

19 Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa (Washington, DC: Howard University 
Press, 1981), 34. 

20 Paul G. Hiebert, The Gospel in Human Contexts: Anthropological Explorations for 
Contemporary Missions (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009).  
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CHAPTER 2. 

OTHER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Worldview and Business 

To find other possible solutions to my stated project, first it is important to define 

and examine worldview and know what people think of church and business integration, 

and examine some literature that sheds light on possible solutions to my project. What is 

people’s worldviews about church and business integration? Some scholars advocate that 

Christian faith should be considered as worldview. The term worldview is two German 

words, Welt, meaning world, and Anschauung, meaning perception or view.1 Culture 

shapes people’s thinking, and the driving force behind such thinking is how one views 

the world. Worldview is said to be the framework from which one views reality and make 

sense of life and the world. Paul G. Hiebert and Eloise Hiebert Meneses explain that, 

“Behind the cultural knowledge of tribal societies are fundamental assumptions about the 

nature of reality that shape how the people view their world.”2 As this study has pointed 

out, culture is a way of life that takes into account what people ate and what they wore. 

Whether it is an African, European, Asian, or American culture, worldview is at the heart 

of every culture.  

In his book Loving Monday, John Beckett explains how, for instance, the Greeks 

viewed the world in terms of sacred and secular, where sacred referred to things of the 

                                                 

1 Damian Emetuche, “Worldview: Challenge of Contextualization and Church Planting” 
(Southwestern Baptist Seminary, 1974). 

2 Hiebert and Meneses, 124. 
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spiritual, eternal, and unchanging upper realm of God in heaven, which is the higher 

realm. He explains further that the Greeks referred to secular things as the physical, 

temporal, and unchanging lower realm of humans on earth.3 To the Greek worldview, 

“businesses and occupations inevitably end up in the lower realm. In contrast, the 

worldview, [depicted] deployed by the Bible holds that all things are good when in 

harmony with God’s design, or evil when in conflict.”4  

There are many ways people perceive and determine the reality of things, and 

each culture looks and judge things differently. Integrating business into the church 

ministry could be interpreted as incompatible in another person’s worldview, but 

Christians believe that the Bible is infallible Word of God, which they believe to be 

completely true.  

In the words of the Apostle Paul, “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for 

teaching, rebuking, correcting, and training in righteousness, so that the man of God may 

be thoroughly equipped for every good work (2 Tim. 3:16-17). In other words, Christians 

believe that the Scriptures are a textbook of faith, which provides them with source of 

religious instruction for both children and adults and guides them how to live in 

relationship with God and others daily. 

Allowing Scriptures to be the guide and foundation in all areas of Christians’ 

lives, why then would they not allow their lights so shine before men that they would see 

their good works and glorify their Father in heaven (Matt. 5:16). The objective of this 

                                                 

3 John D. Beckett, Loving Monday: Succeeding in Business without Selling Your Soul, Expanded 
ed. (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2006), 73. 

4 Ibid., 73. 
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study is the “doing of good works” to the local church and the community for the “glory 

of their Father in heaven.”  

Incarnational leadership is all about doing things to glorify God and must be the 

calling of every Christian. Writing in The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity, 

Robert Banks and R. Paul Stevens stressed that, “All worldviews entail a story, a myth 

that provides its adherents with an understanding of their own role in the global struggle 

between good and evil. Such a story tells us who we are in time and why we are here.”5 

Whatever the worldview and the culture in which Christians live, Christians are aware of 

their call to seek the welfare of the city. Christians do not live under the control of 

worldview but under the authority of the Word of God, which says, “Do not conform any 

longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind” 

(Rom. 12:2), and “Live such good lives among the pagans that though they accuse of 

doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day of he visits us” 

(1 Pet. 2: 12).  

One can see that the Apostle Peter is sensitive about the way Christians conduct 

themselves at work and in the public arena. “A biblical worldview has awesome 

implication,” says, John Beckett, “for those of us in the secular, Greek-thinking West. As 

we allow it, the Bible speaks to us concerning government, economics, education, 

science, art, communication and yes, business. Really it speaks to all of life.”6  

                                                 

5 Robert J. Banks and R. Paul Stevens, eds., The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity: An a-
to-Z Guide to Following Christ in Every Aspect of Life (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997), 
1137. 

6 Beckett, 75. 
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Integrating business into church ministry might sound ambiguous to the 

worldview, but it is part of God’s vision for his church, and faith is expressed in good 

works—that is the biblical worldview which fits into God’s call and contributes to his 

work of sustaining and redeeming the world. In business, therefore, Christians serve God 

because Jesus Christ is Lord of all life. Interestingly there is literature that does not 

contradict my problem statement and the following books are helpful.  

Meaningful Work Means Meaningful Life 

John Dalla Costa’s book, Magnificence at Work,7 contains some of the topics I 

sought as useful for my proposed statement problem. One of the book’s topics is 

“Presence—Praying Towards Integrity,”8 which opens the first chapter of the book. This 

chapter describes the difference between just “showing up” and “presence.”9 Presence, 

according to the author, is not just being present with “muscles and sweat”10 at work but 

being there with head, heart, and soul, thereby opening up spiritual doors at workplace. It 

is the opening of spiritual doors at the workplace that gives credence when business is 

integrated with church and bring meaningful to life. In the workplace one encounters 

people with different levels of commitment and worldviews, but only people who come 

with head, heart, and soul make business meaningful and magnificent.  

Since the problem addressed in this study will involve the practice of living one’s 

faith with business, I believe the knowledge gained in Dalla Costa’s book will help my 

                                                 

7 John Dalla Costa, Magnificence at Work: Living Faith in Business (Ottawa, Canada: Novalis, 
2005). 

8 Ibid. 

9 Ibid. 
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audience to strive to achieve magnificence, which is a “mark of dignity all humans 

already share by being in the ‘image and likeness’ of God.”11 The life one lives is a gift to 

be lived in relationship with God through Jesus Christ. By doing business faithfully, 

Christians live in the presence of God; therefore, seeking a meaningful life is when Christ 

is revealed in the midst of one’s work.  

Dalla Costa discusses the integration of business and faith to show that work done 

with head, heart, and soul, work becomes meaningful and magnificent, and in order to 

achieve that integration, one has to be ready to allow Christ speak into the workplace. 

Integrity in business is important because it enhances productivity when Christ is invited 

to take the center stage as Christ is Lord of everything, which includes businesses. 

The central point in Dalla Costa’s book is the challenge to practice integrity at the 

workplace and fulfill the responsibilities for achieving higher productivity through the 

application of discipleship. Dalla Costa believes that through God’s grace and 

compassion, Christ shows up in the workplace regardless of the nature of the work.12 The 

author’s stand on respecting other religions at the workplace is helpful to my problem 

statement because the community in which the church is geographically located contains 

diverse religious traditions. This knowledge may help open dialogue, which is 

desperately needed between religions. “Serious transformation,” Dalla Costa explains, 

“hinges on exchanges of depth, respecting the beliefs of others sufficiently to also 

                                                                                                                                                 

10 Ibid. 

11 Ibid., 30. 

12 Ibid. 
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represent the best of what we believe in our hearts and souls.”13 Shalom leadership is all 

about seeking peace and the well-being of every individual in the community.  

By making references to King David, who worked as a shepherd before he was 

called as Israel’s king, and the disciples working as fishermen before they were called to 

follow Jesus, Dalla Costa draws the reader’s attention to the fact that God sees business 

as having a divine origin in both the Old and the New Testaments and an integral part of 

church ministry. This view point is important to the theological and biblical bases of my 

project, and adds more value to it.  

The fact that humans are made in the image of God should enhance and increase 

one’s productivity and return becomes a door to what Dalla Costa calls “magnificence at 

work.” The knowledge this book has outlined shed much light on my project to 

demonstrate the solution to the stated problem. 

Business Transforms Cities 

In the light of seeking other solutions, Ray Bakke’s book, Theology as Big as the 

City,14 is helpful to my possible solutions. The book of Jonah is the account of a man who 

tried to flee from God and the task assigned to him to preach God’s message of 

repentance in the capital city of Assyria, Nineveh. God pursued Jonah until he fulfilled 

his mission. As a result the people of the city were saved and God was glorified. The 

book ends with an important question for the prophet, as well as all of God’s people who 

would follow: “Should I not be concerned about that great city?” (Jon. 4:11c). When I 

                                                 

13 Ibid., 20. 

14 Raymond J. Bakke, A Theology as Big as the City (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
1997). 
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read Bakke’s book I found out the book presents a similar challenge. If Christ lives in 

someone, that person must be concerned with the community and its people the way God 

is concerned about them. This concern is what resonates in Theology as Big as the City. 

In concluding the second chapter of his book, the Bakke acknowledges to his readers that,  

inner-city neighbourhoods are often ugly, and the systems are broken. We all 
know a healthy person needs a healthy family, and a healthy family needs a 
healthy community. The tension will always be there between the need to 
spiritually transform persons and the need to socially transform places. Yet there’s 
is a sense in which if Christ is with me in the midst of the slum, the 
neighbourhood is a slum no longer. For Christ lives in me, and his kingdom 
agendas confront the neighbourhood.15 

The church in every community should strive to impact God’s love to the people 

of that community irrespective of ethnicity and cultural composition. Bakke explains that 

Christians can demonstrate God’s love in their surroundings by belonging to the 

community and moving beyond cultural barriers. Becoming part of the community will 

demonstrate that irrespective of their religions. God loves and cares for them. Jonah did 

not understand that God’s nature is love, and God wanted him in Nineveh to show to the 

people the loving heart of God. In my context, the church must be taught how to reach 

out to the migrant workers of the community of Ashaiman. By integrating business into 

church ministry, the church would bring employment to the community, which would be 

a means to reach out to the community’s social needs as well as their spiritual needs, 

thereby transforming it. Reading Ray Bakke’s book has not only helped my project but 

has given me personally new perspectives on what the integration of church and business 

could mean to the community. Such is the goal of transformational leadership, and this 

study’s goal is a transformed community.  

                                                 

15 Ibid., 37. 
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Christian ministry begins when the church as God’s people is called into 

community to represent a God who keeps reminding his people, “I will walk among you 

and be your God, and you will be my people” (Lev. 26:12). Because it is God who has 

called the church into being to show his love, the integration of business into church 

ministry gives the people of the community new dimensions about how they view God’s 

church—not as a gathering of people singing and reading Scriptures on Sundays but as 

people called into the community to turn slums and ghettos into vibrant communities 

with their business initiatives. Bakke is correct; if Christ is living in his people then they 

can work to transform the community, which is what incarnational leadership is all about. 

In this spirit, Christians fit the description of being salt and light of the world, and in that 

same spirit Christ is exalted in all what the church brings to the people and the 

community.  

Everything begins with God, who from the beginning of the first city has engaged 

his people to transform those cities. God has called people out of the world to enter into 

lost communities to make a difference. Bakke’s book has provide important solutions to 

my project as he weaves his points, arguments, and challenges beginning from Genesis 

and continuing through the book of Revelation to explain how deeply God is concerned 

about systems, structures, businesses, and the living conditions of the people.  

A Theology as Big as the City clearly explains how various subjects like 

education, community, leadership development, migration, and the family; interrelate 

with God’s purpose for his Church. Bakke’s book has guided my particular ministry and 

helped direct my project on the path of seeing the city in the light of God’s Word. I am 

bringing integration of business and church to the community of Ashaiman in Ghana, not 
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because I am a native of Ghana and want to help in their needs, but as Bakke says, “even 

though it is that. I am here because God has done a grace of work in my life that compels 

me to share. It overflows.”16 Such a task would involve both blending the social and 

spiritual aspects of ministry to make it effective by the indwelling power of the Holy 

Spirit. 

My experience in reading Theology as Big as the City has been encouraging and 

has offered me new perspectives in understanding that the integration of Church and 

business is vital to the community’s development; therefore, Christians should pray about 

it so that it can stand against the world’s enemy and not fall. 

Prayer Makes a Difference 

Edward Mckendree Bounds lived in the nineteenth century and was an ordained 

minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the state of Missouri in the United States. 

E. M. Bounds wrote numerous books focusing on the subject of prayer, one of which is, 

The Complete Books of E. M. Bounds on Prayer.17 

Throughout every generation the people of God have been called upon by their 

leaders to devote ample time to prayer. In his ministry the Apostle Paul encouraged his 

readers and people today to “pray continuously.” The whole Bible is filled with people 

who saw the importance of prayer and made it a lifestyle to continuously pray as David 

did. The importance of prayer and its effectiveness on Christians’ spiritual journey and 

the Church’s work in the world cannot be more emphasized. Prayer is the weapon needed 

                                                 

16 Bakke, Theology as Big as the City. 

17 Edward M. Bounds, The Complete Works of E.M. Bounds on Prayer (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Book House, 1990). 
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to fight against the forces of evil that are poised to hinder God’s work every step of the 

way. One aspect of my project will devote much attention to prayer because it was one of 

the things that were very vivid in Jesus’ ministry. Many times Jesus withdrew to prayer 

on the mountains alone (Luke 6:12) or in a quiet place (Mark 1:35). In his ministry Jesus 

modeled a lifestyle of prayer. Jesus demonstrated that prayer is something his followers 

must constantly and continuously do as a means of cultivating intimacy with God. 

Through prayer Jesus could say, “I and the Father are one” (John 10:30).  

While these words reveal the deep relationship between the Son and the Father, it 

is also a clue for all churches to know that the work of God in this world cannot achieve 

its ultimate result without continuous prayer. In this compilation of eight classic books, E. 

M. Bounds examines many aspect of prayer. Bounds demonstrates how deeply rooted his 

ministry was in prayer, and how his love to pray like Jesus, should also encourage 

Christian ministry in the world today. The forces of darkness that were working against 

Bounds are the same that are working against Christians today. 

This book is important to my project because integrating church and business 

faces many challenges, and daily prayers could transform the workplace and open 

spiritual doors that are an invitation for the presence of God in the workplace, which 

helps the integration to a successful outcome. Why is prayer necessary in this context 

when God already knows that the success of this integration could solve many problems 

in the church and in the community? In church ministry prayer is important because it is 

the will of God that Christians pray continuously with joy in all circumstances (1 Thess. 

5:16-18). In this sense, prayer could therefore become a dependable weapon to deter 

devil and a dependable resource for the business of the church since it is God’s will that 
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his church should feed the hungry. In feeding the hungry FBCA’s ministry becomes 

holistic—taking care of people’s physical needs as well as their spiritual needs, which is 

in line with the ministry of Jesus when after preaching and teaching to the crowd, he fed 

them (Matt. 14:13-21; Mk. 6:32-44; Lk. 9:10-17; Jn. 6:5-13). Prayer is like a dialogue, 

and God has designed it that way.18 

Bounds’ writings make the reader pause to meditate on the truths about the power 

of prayer. In the same context Bounds wrote,  

what the church needs today is not more machinery or better, not new 
organizations or more and novel methods, but men whom the Holy Spirit can 
use—men of prayer, men mighty in prayer. The Holy Spirit does not flow through 
methods, but through men. He does not come on machinery, but on men. He does 
not anoint plans, but men—men of prayer.19  

Bounds’ encouraging words about prayer can change one’s attitudes about how Christian 

ministries are conducted in the world. Bounds’ book shows Christians how to do 

effective ministry in the world. Until Christ comes, Christian ministry will continue to 

experience various difficulties and hardships, so it is so critical that Christians arm 

themselves against the unexpected. Bounds’ writings encourage believers to understand 

how effective prayer is in the face of hardships in the workplace.  

In encouraging daily payer in this integration would soften members hearts, which 

creates good working atmosphere. In Loving Monday, John Becket wrote that God 

“wants hearts that are tender and open to his instruction—eager to know what he wants—

not presumptuous or hard. Prayer softens the heart, attunes our hearing and affirms our 

                                                 

18 Beckett, 137.  
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dependence on God.”20 I am reminded of Apostle Paul’s words about prayer when he 

cautioned churches to, “Be anxious for nothing, but in everything, by prayer and 

supplication, with thanksgiving, let your request be made known unto God” (Phil. 4:6, 

NKJV). Admittedly the solution to my problem will not see a change in the community 

instantly, even through daily prayer, although that could have been nice.  

Every program takes time to materialize; instead I am counting on the power of 

the Holy Spirit to intervene and overturn the powers of darkness and bring about 

conversion that is important to the church ministry as the church reaches out to the 

community. What would help achieve such goal is continuous prayer. John Perkins’ says, 

“Conversion brings about not only spiritual change but also development in individuals, 

and as those individuals take leadership, they bring about the development and 

conversion of others.”21 True prayer can make a difference in Christian service and helps 

the business integration in FBCA to succeed, and I am looking forward to doing that in 

my project, which could be God’s calling. 

God’s Calling 

God calls Christians into different fields of work, and just as some are called to be 

preachers, writers, teachers, nurses, etc., some are called into the business world. The 

focus of Os Guinness’ book, The Call,22 is about the purpose for which humans were 

                                                 

20 Beckett, 137 

21 John Perkins, Beyond Charity: The Call to Christian Community Development (Grand Rapids, 
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22 Os Guinness, The Call: Finding and Fulfilling the Central Purpose of Your Life (Nashville, TN: 
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created—who they were created to be and who they are called to be. In reading this book 

I became convinced that Christian ministry begins with being able to hear the Caller first.  

Without a calling there could be no following. The call to follow Jesus is at the 

very core of Christianity. It is a call to come to him first, so that Christians can live and 

do meaningful work to glorify God. 

“Answering the call,” explains Guinness, “is the road to purpose and fulfilment in 

your life.”23 In actual sense the author is inviting the reader to explore the ultimate 

biblical answer to ones identity—who am I here? Why am l here? Why was I created? 

What is God’s call for my life? In reading this book I have discovered some solutions to 

my problems that I put forward in this project—the integration of church and business for 

the purpose of transforming life in the Ashaiman community.  

Intimacy with God is vital to church ministry, especially as the church would 

integrate business to its ministry. It is important for the church to cultivate intimacy with 

the Caller for there is no calling without a Caller. The church could impact the 

community with its business initiative as members live out their faith both in the church 

and outside the church. This project is all about bringing hope to the community. In this 

way Christians play a unique role as God’s called instrument for transforming the socio-

economic realities of the community and helping to build the community’s spiritual life. 

The arrival of business in a community can help change people’s lives in Ashaiman. This 

transformation depicts what calling-based leadership is about and is the intention of this 

project for the community. Christian ministry is not a metaphor to express people’s issues 

and dilemmas. It is a real engagement in real life issues that affect humans who are made 
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in the image of God. The call to Christians in this fallen world is a call to belong to 

something that matters to God, and nothing matters more than the lives of those for 

whom his Son died.  

The Call contains many teachings that could be used for my project to help my 

audience discover their purposes in life, including the cultivating of one’s gift for the 

service of others. Guinness explains it well when he said, “God normally calls us along 

the line of our giftedness, but the purpose of giftedness is stewardship and service, not 

selfishness.”24 This relationship between giftedness and stewardship is important because 

among the local congregation of FBCA are people who are gifted. My hope is that this 

project would open doors and offer them the motivation to use their talents and gifts to 

serve the church and the community. There is a longing in the human heart. It longs for 

something that Guinness says only the creator can fulfil because people were created with 

a purpose. Answering Jesus’ call to this integration of business into church ministry could 

be another way of finding and fulfilling the central purpose the membership of FBCA. 

People seek fulfilment in many things, but work could be one’s means of fulfilment.  

In his book, Issues Facing Christianity Today, John Stott said that, “work is 

intended for the fulfilment of the worker. That is, an important part of our self-fulfilment 

as human beings is to be found, according to God’s purpose, in our work.”25 One can 

conclude from John Stott’s statement that all Christians are called to worship God in 

meaningful situations if they want to find the kind of lives that are worthy of their 

callings and true meaning in life. It is possible that one may not know what to do in 
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certain situation, but Stott’s book may help Christians become life transforming for 

others as they focus their eyes and trust on God, because his eyes are upon their 

businesses in the world. God has called his people to work with him to bring 

transformation in their stations and communities.  

The costs in responding to the Caller’s call may be great, but it’s worth is great 

and not to respond is not an option. In this life Christians never arrive, “but we know why 

we have lost our original home and, more importantly, we know the home to which we 

are going”26 In answering to God’s call, Christians finally discover that business brings 

fulfillment, makes life worthy of the calling, and leads Christians into communities to 

bring transformation.  

I want the local church members to identify their calls and tune themselves into 

God’s voice in order to actually see the pain in the community and absorb it, proclaim 

hope, reflect God’s character, and protect the vulnerable.“What could be more 

rewarding,” writes John Perkins, “than living in such a family?” Christians have the 

tremendous privilege and opportunity of being called to such a life. And a broken and 

hurting world is waiting to see, to hear, to receive, and to be comforted.”27 

Spiritual Dimension of the Children of Tomorrow 

The other side of this church and business integration is to demonstrate to the 

youth of FBCA the importance of church and business. The book that had some solutions 
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26 Ibid., 228. 
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to my project is Reclaiming Our Sons and Daughters28 by Scott Larson and Larry 

Brendtro. The book reminded me of when I visited Hong Kong in April of 2010 as part of 

my Overture 2 course in China. Part of the course involved a visit to Christian Zheng 

Sheng College in Lantau Island. This institute was founded in founded in 1985 and 

registered as a private school by the Christian Zheng Sheng Association (ZSA) in 1998 to 

treat young people with drug and alcohol addiction and other problems by blending life 

education and the word of God for their treatment. Zheng Sheng means “repent to live.”  

The form of job training is designed to help the youth, who are referred here as 

students instead as inmates. They emerge one day as new people ready to impact society 

with a brand new life that has spiritual dimensions. The school’s statistics indicate that 

every student who has finished their training leaves with a profession and a new life as 

Christians and people who have the ability to become productive members of society—

thus “repent and live.” With this spiritual dimension these youth have been reclaimed. Of 

great concern to every generation is the growing numbers of children who roam about 

aimlessly on city streets being exposed to society’s crime. The concern is greatest 

because the present children are the future of tomorrow. “When the young generation is 

inspired with the feeling of having great acts to do,” comments Ellen Key, “a new 

century begins.”29  

Reclaiming Our Sons and Daughters offers an insightful portrayal of what the 

authors refer to as “rootless generation” or unconnected youth. The authors claim that 
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society should raise its children to be productive and responsible children by first 

directing the children to God.  

The training in Zheng Sheng for the addicted youth is carried out under the Word 

of God, which is in line with God’s will. Unless society spends time and resources in 

nurturing the spiritual dimension of the growing youth, eventually it might not be able to 

do anything meaningful for the youth. The local church in Ashaiman needs a program to 

bring the youth in line with the teaching of the word of God, which is what spiritual 

nurturing is about. Integrating business into the church ministry offers the church the 

opportunity to introduce business management to youth who form between 30-35 percent 

of the FBCA membership. The project intends to carry out on-the-job training for the 

youth to prepare them for future business of their choosing.  

While this training process is being implemented, teaching of the Scriptures 

would be added. Such a program will help the youth know that spirituality and business, 

the blend of the two, is an essential part of their lives, and parents will be encouraged to 

help their children come to know the Lord. God desires that parents teach their children 

about his righteousness as an essential part of their lives, so they can live to their full 

potential.  

Since the youth would be the local church’s future leaders of the church’s 

ministry, which now would include business of water purification, the church must 

encourage parents in their responsible for providing spiritual nurturing and moral 

instructions for their sons and daughters. The seriousness of this God-given responsibility 

is to be seen in the same context as the obligation to provide food, clothing, and shelter. 

When parents neglect this teaching task, God is forgotten; values become corrupt, and 
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society as a whole suffers decline. This book demonstrates how important it is to 

integrate teens into my stated project to instill in them a sense of being good at 

something, and helping them to understand their contribution to the community’s well-

being.  

Peter Block, in his book, In Community, the Structure of Belonging, refers to 

those who care for the well-being of their community saying, “to belong is to be related 

to and a part of something.”30 The current culture is different than the previous culture. 

More parents must work outside of the house because of economic hardships or for life-

style reasons. Many of these children are left for longer periods of time to fend for 

themselves and sometimes left outside to play for long hours until their parents return 

home.  

Karl Menninger, an American psychiatrist (1893-1990) says, “Consider these 

children to have fallen among thieves, the thieves of ignorance and sin and ill fate and 

loss. Their birthrights were stolen. They have no belonging.”31 This project would give 

ample opportunity for the youth to discover their gifts and talents and examines the 

situations critically so that their birthrights are not stolen  

Larson and Brandt make it clear that, “Children deprived of caring become 

children who do not care. The most damaging effect of attachment problems is the failure 

of the conscience to develop properly.”32 In many poor countries because of inadequacy 

or the absence of basic amenities in the community for children, most of them go 
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unnoticed and unloved. Eventually they are caught doing something bad and are punished 

by the very institution that was supposed to look after them and give them hope in the 

first place.  

“If Children experience weakness and belonging only as a place of being crushed 

or manipulated instead of a place of binding force of love, a place which allows them to 

be themselves, then love does not exist for them.”33 Every child wants a loving home and 

needs to frequently hear a voice saying, “You are my beloved child.” Communities in 

which children are loved become peaceful and caring communities, which reflects 

shalom and is what my project would endeavor to achieve. In evaluating my project from 

this book and putting the teachings into practice will help my project, which seeks to 

engage the youth in a productive way, brings transformation in the community.  

A Better Way 

Africa has often been described as poor; however, that is misrepresentation for 

there is nothing lacking with the resources of the continent’s fifty-four countries. It is 

true, however, that the people of Africa are poor because of their poor living conditions 

caused by the failures of its leaders.  

In Africa in Chaos, George B. N. Ayittey, examines “why Africa has been 

imploding and remains intractably mired in poverty.”34 Perhaps nowhere is the role of 

government more crucial to seek a better way than in poor developing countries, which is 

why Christians are sent into poor communities to live out their faith and become God’s 
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representatives and build shalom communities, which is exactly the role I want to 

encourage the local church in Ashaiman to play through my project to explore a better 

way for the community’s transformation. 

The gospel is not only to be heard but to be seen. Jesus affirms this statement 

when he told John’s disciples, “Go back and report to John what you hear and see: “The 

blind receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy are cured, the deaf hear, the 

dead are raised, and the good news is preached to the poor” (Matt. 11: 4-5).  

As I have stated earlier, Christian ministry is not a metaphor to express people’s 

issues and dilemmas, but that Christians are called to engage in issues that affect humans 

who are made in the image of God. Jesus identified himself with the needy during his 

ministry and asks Christians to show that they are his followers by identifying themselves 

too with the helpless community. John Perkins points out that,  

The authentic demonstration of the gospel is a way of life that turns the values 
and the agenda of society upside down. One way the Christian life-style is called 
to contradict the world is our love for the poor. Upward mobility is society’s rule 
for success, and even those who grew up in the inner city get as far away as they 
can from the poor and oppressed, our closeness to them is reliable test of our 
authenticity. Jesus not only lived and moved among the poor, but at crucial times 
in his ministry he pointed to his love for the poor as the proof of his lordship.35 

The integration of water purification as church business would definitely open doors for 

the church and brings new life in the community. Though the continent of Africa, 

especially the sub-Saharan Africa, is richly blessed with some of the most valuable 

natural resources coupled with the huge areas of virgin lands that need to be explored and 

developed, yet majority of the continent’s people are poor.  
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Ayittey points out that these natural resources give Africa the potential for being 

strong enough to compete in the world economy market and bring investors to help in the 

development process of the continent. As will later be outlined, Ghana is blessed with 

streams of rivers. Since my project is about water, it would be a significant factor in the 

production of purified water, which would help improve the community’s living 

conditions. From the Africa’s vast and rich natural resources, it should have been able to 

provide institutions that were able to enhance the continent’s economic development.  

Ayittey’s book provides valuable information about the riches of Africa. This 

information is significant. As God’s ambassadors and spiritual leaders of the world, 

Christians should discuss this information about Africa’s vast natural resources in their 

missionary work, so people have positive attitudes towards Africa’s economy. Taking 

this different approach could encourage investors and business people to have adequate 

confidence in Africa and make them want to come to Africa to conduct business, which 

could bring investors who could be Christians after seeing my project would want to 

invest in it to transform the community’s life in Ashaiman. 

Though African countries have political freedom, Africa in Chaos reveals how 

political independence has not encouraged the material well-being of Africans in general. 

This observation is true in Ghana, though comparatively speaking one can argue that 

Ghana’s economy is better than many African countries. The number of youth in 

Ashaiman First Baptist Church in Ashaiman (FBCA) is about 35 percent and growing, 

many of whom are without work.  

This unemployment statistic is a clear indicator that political freedom has not 

blended well with the economic development, at least in that part of Ghana and other 
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parts of Africa. My audience in Ashaiman looks forward to a day when the blend of 

political independence would advance their living conditions. Until that change happens, 

the church is called to bring their holistic ministry of God to people in such condition. By 

reading Ayittey’s book I am encouraged that integrating business into FBCA ministry 

would play a significant role in the community’s transformation. As outlined in my 

statement problem, it is anticipated that the outcome of this study will bring a long-term 

rescue to the church and the community.  

Like any other community, an increase in employment becomes a key factor in 

enhancing social harmony within the community. In reading Ayittey’s book, I discovered 

that one of the contributory causes of Africa’s economic crisis is lack of incentives. 

Incentives are integral part of life on this planet. God has given Christians incentives to 

set them high above everything if they fully obey him (Deut. 28:1-14). In Romans 12:1 

God rewards mercy as an incentive to those who offer themselves as living sacrifices. 

The delay of the return of Christ is evidence of God’s mercy, which is an incentive as it 

provides an opportunity for people to repent and receive the free gift of salvation. God’s 

incentives for Christians may also involve caring for others. For example, God may place 

people in need around a Christians. By attending to their needs, God blesses that person, 

so helping others becomes an incentive. God commands his people to love one another 

deeply from their hearts, irrespective of their cultural identities, and he blesses those who 

do so. In Ghana and many other places in Africa there are no incentives to motivate 

people to do honest business, so business is not done to the best of one’s ability.  

This project would devote some of the sales to create incentives for the church to 

work faithfully in the church business, which in turn would enhance productivity. Some 
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Africans know that no matter how hard they work, there are no rewards. Children in 

particular need to be given motivation in whatever they do, which is what my project 

intends to do. In Reclaiming Our Prodigal Sons, the authors provide four incentives to 

help teens develop courage to meet life’s challenges. The incentives include “a sense of 

belonging—‘I am loved,’ a sense of mastery—‘I am good at something,’ a sense of 

independence—‘I have power to make decisions,’ and a sense of generosity—‘I have a 

purpose for my life.”’36  

The greater part of Africa’s huge problems, as Africa in Chaos depicts, lie in 

internal factors, lack of an enabling environment, and political and social inequalities. 

Christians must understand and acknowledge the fact that their calling to the community 

is a call to a kind of incarnational living that brings changes in the lives of the people and 

the community, thus demonstrating their faith. In being able to fulfill that call shows 

Christian are living out their faith. Though the issues raised in Africa in Chaos have to be 

taken into account, Christians have been given gifts as tools for their ministries. “If it is 

serving, let him serve; if it is teaching, let him teach; if it is encouraging, let him 

encourage; if it is contributing to the needs of others, let him give generously; if it is 

leadership, let him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy, let him do it cheerfully (Rom 

12:8).  

Christian leaders should contradict the world leadership by their honesty, 

humility, and truthfulness and demonstrate that they are the light of the world, preparing 

the way for the coming of the King of Kings whose spiritual kingdom will last forever. 

Reading Africa in Chaos has provided this study with challenges and useful information 
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that will help the community to seek first the spiritual kingdom—which is the better 

way—God’s way. 

To Be Human 

R. Paul Stevens, the author of Doing God’s Business, helped me to understand the 

biblical assertion that God created human beings in his own image and likeness (Gen. 

1:26-27) to fill the earth, subdue it, and to rule over the whole of God’s creation (Gen. 

1:28). This notion of “in God’s image” asserts that people are human.  

The question that continued to plague me centered on what it means to be human. 

Stevens provided the answer when he explained that, “They are created in God’s image 

male and female. Males are not the image of God and neither are females. We are 

designed for community, to experience it, to build it, and to extend it by being fruitful, 

multiplying, and filling the earth.”37 Stevens did a remarkable job of helping his readers 

understand that humanity is affirmed in the context of living: 1) in Communion with God; 

2) in Community-building with God; and 3) as Co-workers with God. Not only does 

Stevens make sense, but the reader also becomes aware that all human activities are not 

lived separately from God but in relationship with God in meaningful work that is worthy 

of such relationship and is beneficial to one’s neighbor to the glory of God, which is 

spiritual act of worship. Often people do not see that business depicts one’s humanity and 

a way of bringing glory to God because people see business as a worldly phenomenon. 

This lack of understanding is probably so because business is always characterized by 
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words like, as Wayne Grudem puts it, “profit, competition, and money,”38 but 

marketplace spirituality looks for “wholeness, inspiration, and integration that empowers 

us to give our best in order to realize our potential and to be found by God in the whole 

life, and make a better contribution to a better world.”39 In doing business the church is 

serving the community while glorifying God and this serves God’s purposes.  

In serving God’s purposes Christians are called to “release talents, create 

community, and serve our neighbor through providing goods and services.”40 From the 

perspectives of Doing God’s Business, using one’s God-given gifts to produce goods to 

serve the communities underlines our humanity.  

Writing in a similar line, Jeff Van Duzer affirms business as a means of bringing 

service to the community. He points out that business “serves by making goods and 

services available to the community that will enable the community to flourish. And it 

provides meaningful and creative jobs for its employees.”41 The integration of church and 

business depicts humanity and reflects God’s character. God enjoys seeing his character 

being reflected in his children as he sees his image-bearers “building, shaping, and 

creating,” just like him, and in so doing Christians glorify God.  

Wayne Grudem describes how humans glorify God by saying, “it is the key to 

understanding how human beings have an instinctive drive to work, to be productive, to 

invent, to earn and save and give, and to do the thousands of specific activities that fill 
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our days.”42 When the community is gainfully engaged in activities that enhance the life 

of the community, it creates harmony or “shalom” community, which is what this project 

intends to achieve by becoming instrument of Christ transforming work and what calling-

based leadership is about. For the transformational leader, Doing God’s Business can 

mean “shalom” because it has everything needed to express how to be human in a 

community. The individual involved in the project could easily become involved 

internationally, as trade will offer the opportunity for contact with the migrant workers in 

the community who come from other parts of the world that God loves.  

Such international contacts may also provide opportunities to share the good news 

of Jesus, which is part of the aim of this project. People who would never have thought of 

coming to church might be encouraged to attend as they interact with the business 

partners. Business people are often led into the mission field, which becomes an arena for 

individual witnessing. Evaluating my project in Doing God’s Business has helped me to 

understand that linking business and faith would be very useful to members of my 

ministry team who are engaged in international trade in Rotterdam. Stevens’ frequent 

references to the Scriptures were intriguing because it appears to help his readers gain a 

strong biblical base of the truth about which he is arguing.  

The teachings in Doing God’s Business would be extremely helpful to my context 

as I plan to teach the subject of the integration of faith and business in Ghana and 

Netherlands, where Christians have different worldviews of such integration. Doing 

God’s Business also portrays humanity as people who live in communion with God, as 

community-builders with God, and as co-workers with God to build communities through 
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their productivity. R. Paul Stevens Work Matters describes good work, as a means for 

spiritual growth, building community, and serving one’s neighbor, and as a means to 

unfold the potential of creation.43 In another sense it is a call to take part in developing 

creation. Placed in context, production of purified mineral water is in line with God in 

developing creation. Christian calling is a call to serve God “according to his purposes” 

(Rom. 8:28), which includes making use of businesses to redeem the world.  

“Business itself,” says Paul Stevens,” is an opportunity for the businessperson to 

function in a redemptive manner.”44 Bringing business service to the Ashaiaman 

community, Christians “reflect God’s glory through nurturing our relationship with God 

and with one another.”45 The book also shows that being human is being aware of one’s 

place in any given community, where people are blessed by another’s presence. Coupling 

the world’s work with the power of God can mean the eradication of many of the world’s 

diseases, hunger, and poverty. To achieve the alleviation of society’s ills, one will need a 

heart, a soul full of grace, and the kind of love that only originates from God—which is 

what it means to be human.  

The Unified Life 

In Loving Monday, the Beckett quotes Larry Peabody’s book, Secular Work Is 

Full-Time Service, by saying,  

In the New Testament God does not depict the Christian life as divided into 
sacred and secular parts. Rather he shows it as a unified life, one of wholeness, in 
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which we may single-mindedly serve him, even in our every day work. The 
glorious, liberating truth is that in Christ, God has performed the impossible. In 
Christ, that which was once secular has become sacred. The wall between them 
has been removed. ‘For everything created by God is good and nothing is to be 
rejected. If it is received with gratitude: for it is sanctified by means of the word 
of God and prayer’ (1 Tim. 4:4-5).46 

This quote reminds me of my visit in 2010 to the Lake Volta region, which lies in 

southeastern part of Ghana. It was there that I had the opportunity to understand what it 

meant to have a unified life—integrating faith and business, which what my project is 

about. 

People in the Lake Volta region are predominantly Christians, yet on Sundays 

immediately after church service this small village, which is close to a huge reservoir, 

returns to their business of selling fish and farm produce in the open market to all people 

in the community. It is God’s intention that our life be a combination of church service 

and community service.  

The strength of Loving Monday is John Beckett’s ability to show that both 

business and church service are sacred—they are not two worlds apart but rather two 

worlds that are integrated and compatible. This integration is what my project will bring 

to the local church, so that they would see business as belonging to Christian ministry.  

Beckett explains that living within a community transforms it. This transformation was 

evidenced in both the church life and social life of the people around the Volta Lake who 

found the completeness of their lives in the church and in the community. Christians 

know that both their inward and outward lives hold together in Christ. When people of all 

walks of life bring their work in harmony with God, business flourishes because God sees 
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that business is done in honesty, which means openness and sincerity—a prerequisite for 

spiritual growth (Luke 8:15). Business brings a sense of communion in communities. 

“Communion,” says Jean Vanier, in Becoming Human,  

…is the to-and-fro of love. It is the trust that bonds us together, children with their 
parents, a sick person with a nurse, a child with a teacher, a husband with a wife, 
friends together, and people with a common task. It is the trust that comes from 
the intuitive knowledge that we are safe in the hands of another and that we can 
be open and vulnerable, one to another.47  

Christians do not stop being Christians during the other six days of a week but 

continue serve the Lord in their workplaces. Faith is not something that hangs on prayer, 

reading the Bible, or fasting. Faith is how bold Christians are prepared to enter into other 

people’s real life issues and bring change, which is what transformational leadership is 

about. In a shalom community, followers of Christ live out their faith, so that their love is 

even extended to include their enemies.  

For most people it might turn out that the only way they can come close to the 

gospel is through their observations and interactions with Christians. Integrating water 

purification as part of FBCA ministry would provide an opportunity for the church to 

make use of the resources of the earth while improving the life of the community. In this 

sense, God’s is glorified because the church is subduing the earth to feed the community 

in obedience to God’s command (Gen. 2:15). 

Loving Monday brings life together—it embodies, work, belief, value, truth, 

character, and joy. As one explores the book one comes to discover that the author places 

Christians’ values and teachings drawn from the Bible. This shift from church to work on 

Sunday is a classic example of a unified life—the integration of faith and business. In his 
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book, The Pursuit of God, A. W. Tozer explains the self-created concept well when he 

says: 

One of the greatest hindrances to internal peace which the Christian encounters is 
the common habit of dividing our lives into two areas—the sacred and the secular. 
As these areas are conceived to exist apart from each other and to be morally and 
spiritually incompatible, and as we are compelled by the necessities of living to be 
always crossing back and forth from the one to the other, our inner lives tend to 
break up so that we live a divided instead of a unified life…The sacred-secular 
antithesis has no foundation in the New Testament.48 

Beckett also makes reference to Christian Overman’s book, Assumptions that Affect Our 

Lives, Overman’s describes God’s intention clearly when he says, “every aspect of 

human existence and each divinely sanctioned institution is equally obligated to function 

in harmony with God’s will not in opposition to it.”49  

How people view work is largely influenced by the worldview, but the Bible can 

speak “concerning government, economics, education, science, art, communication and, 

yes, business. Really, it speaks to all of life.”50 In the book, Loving Monday, businessman 

John Beckett provides an in-depth understanding of life, not in terms of secular and 

sacred, but unified as it was demonstrated in the Volt region of Ghana. Beckett confirms 

that everyone’s life is important to God. Whether in the church or marketplace people are 

called to steward the gifts God has given, and this project is a way of stewarding the gifts 

of God. 
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God possesses the lives of his people, and this divine ownership certainly makes 

meaningful work sacred. Understanding the unified life can help bring integrity and 

excellence as faith is integrated in the business sector to bring about transformation in the 

world of business, all of which fits profoundly into God’s call. My project wants to make 

a difference, not only in the church family life but also in the life of the people in the 

community, which is in perfect line with Christian virtues. No doubt, Loving Monday has 

emerged as the integration of faith and work. Not every Christians can be in this position 

to bring about this cooperation between business and the church. God has given all of his 

children something that can bring life and make a difference in their cultures, each of 

which is just as important as being a business owner. These God-given gifts are good, for 

everything God made was good and was meant to make life meaningful. To bring 

meaning to life Christians are to be obedient to God and seek to fulfill the will of God as 

Beckett’s book explains.  

Christians must walk the path of integrity, a word the author of Joy at Work 

defines as wholeness, completeness, being truthful and living up to commitments.51 In 

reading Beckett’s book I have discovered I will make use of Beckett’s teachings in my 

project, which include the practice of justice and Christian virtues like the fruit of the 

spirit Paul described in Galatians 5:22 and willing to serve faithfully for, “We are not an 

end in ourselves but a part of God’s larger purposes,”52 which is what servant leadership 

is about. 
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Feed My Sheep 

Henri J. M. Nouwen, in his book In the Name of Jesus, Reflections on Christian 

Leadership,53 reflects on Christian leadership, challenging Christians to contemplate 

Christ’s question of “do you love me?” in the context of their own ministries and make it 

their focal point. The only way one would be able to answer “yes” to Jesus’ question 

would be if one’s presence in a given place is bringing transformation. Incarnational 

leadership brings hope to communities. Reflective leadership brings meaning and value 

to others.  

Once one has become a new person in Christ, he or she too can answer as Peter 

did: “You know that I love you” (John 21:17). Businesspeople answer God’s call to “feed 

my sheep” by bringing business to the community to help transform the community as 

the people in the community become gainfully employed. Reading Nouwen’s book 

helped me find some solutions to my stated problems. Nouwen’s book explains that one 

cannot be a leader unless leadership is seen in the context of service. Everyday millions 

of people in the poor and underdeveloped countries go to bed hungry. In this sense by 

bringing water purification business to the church, the church would, in a way, be feeding 

this poor community of Ashiaman, which is what transformational leadership is about. In 

his book, The Church, Küng challenges the church not to be afraid to seek new path in 

proclaiming the gospel since it is armed with God’s word.54The temptation of Jesus to 

turn stones into bread to feed his own hunger must be the church’s own temptation and 
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challenge to meet the felt needs of the community. I see the integration of church and 

business as vital to the church to meet the needs of its members and the people in the 

community. 

Nouwen draws his readers’ attention to Christ as he was portrayed as the suffering 

servant to all humanity. Irrespective of one’s status, Jesus must be revealed in a way that 

depicts humans as irrelevant and him as the true light of the world, which is what true 

leadership is. Nouwen explains, “The leaders of the future will be those who dare to 

claim their irrelevance in the contemporary world as a divine vocation that allows them to 

enter into a deep solidarity with the anguish, underlying all the glitter of success, and to 

bring the light of Jesus there.”55 

In the Name of Jesus taught me that my service to the weak, the poor, the orphans, 

the mentally handicapped, and the vulnerable in society is the way to offer my work to 

God and is the answer to Jesus’ request to “feed my sheep.” Nouwen writes, “The 

Christian leader of the future is the one who truly knows the heart of God as it has 

become flesh, ‘a heart of flesh,’ in Jesus.”56 Nouwen provides useful solutions to my 

problems for when the church is able to bring business to the community, when the 

church demonstrate itself as people who are not just in the community to sing hymns and 

read Bible texts on Sundays but representatives of God to the community. 

The question, ‘what does it take to be in love with Jesus?’ exposes believers to the 

perspective on transformational leadership which harkens back to Jesus’ repeated 

question of “do you love me?” and the Christians’ obligation to Jesus’ repeated request of 
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feeding and caring for his “lambs and sheep.” Nouwen writes, “We have to hear that 

question has been central to our entire Christian ministry because it is the question that 

can allow us to be, at the same time, irrelevant and truly self-confident.”57 It is not good 

enough to be just well-informed about situations around one. “Christian leadership cannot 

simply be persons who have well-informed opinions about the burning issues of our 

time.”58 Incarnational leadership calls Christians to enter into the world of pain, hurt, 

loneliness, rejection, poverty, and abuse of others. The majority of the people in world 

live in circumstances, and because of their circumstances they are bodily and mentally 

disfigured.  

Poverty brings about suffering, and suffering leads to dehumanization. Isaiah was 

able to prophesy what Jesus would go through in the hands of his enemies. “He was 

despised and rejected by men, a man of sorrows, and familiar with suffering” (Isa. 53:3). 

Christians know that they are the light of the world and are called to let their lights shine 

wherever they might be, but what good is the light if it is far away? Through this project, 

Hope Baptist Church in Rotterdam is demonstrating that light by reaching out to the local 

church and the people of Ashaiman. Loving someone means going to that person and 

doing something meaningful for him or her. 

God shows that he loves and cares for his creation by coming in the person of 

Jesus Christ. In his book Serving Christ in the Workplace, Larry Peabody remarks that,  

God must position us correctly if we are to function as light in the world. He must 
place us in full few. Visibility is vital here. Of what use is a lamp in a closet? 
Lambs are not made to be concealed. They are to be so positioned that light may 
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flood the darkness surrounding them. God want to use our ordinary jobs as lamp 
stands, light fixtures. Our work stations place us in a position of visibility.59 

As previously stated, one of the main reasons for this project is the desire to help the local 

church become self-supportive and to transform the social and economic conditions of 

the community.  

Though the problems encountered in the Ashaiman community are enormously 

great, Nouwen’s book challenges people who claim to know God to answer to the call “In 

our world of loneliness and despair.”60 In other words, Nouwen’s solution that could help 

the situation in Ashaiman calls people who claim to love Jesus and know the heart of God 

to come forward and be part of the solution.  

In such context, Nouwen’s book is seeking “a leadership in which power is 

constantly abandoned for love…..people who are so deeply in love with Jesus that they 

are ready to follow him wherever he guides them, always trusting that, with him, they 

will find life, and find it abundantly.”61 In reading Nouwen’s book I have discovered that 

the strength of the church lies in its willingness to feed the Lord’s flock and be Jesus’ 

representative in the world until he returns. Nouwen’s philosophy is that the Church 

should study carefully the temptation of Jesus (Matt. 4:11) and the story of Peter’s call to 

be a shepherd (John 21:15-19) in the context of its own ministry, which is what I intend 

to examine with regard to local church and community. 
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The Local Church and the Community 

In evaluating my stated problem in the above literatures to find solutions to the 

problem, this literature has helped me see the church as integral part of the business 

world and God’s representative in the affairs of the community. Truly, church worship on 

Sundays is filled with gospel songs, prayers, sermons, and words from the Bible, and 

togetherness, yet outside the walls of the church are huge problems of famine, poverty, 

injustice, unemployment, and financial crisis.  

Also there are communal concerns that are related to weather, crops, natural 

vicissitudes like earthquakes, fires, floods, and warfare, coupled with concerns of 

people’s health, illness, and child-bearing in the communities. The church in its divine 

position as light of the community is called in to demonstrate that God cares. The church 

has often played down the notion of the integration of faith and business, and even in 

some cultural disciplines often seemed at odds, but the reality is that the church and 

business are meant to be partners in the community. By integrating business into church 

ministries it becomes a way for the church to reach the community and effectively 

address its needs physically and spiritually, thereby carrying out the kingdom agenda.  

Faith and business may be a new phenomenon to some Christian settings and 

even be challenged by world views, yet business generates work, and the concept of work 

as being spiritual and blessing is rooted in the Bible because the command to work was 

given before even the Fall, as Jesus made it clear when he said, “My Father is always at 

his work to this very day, and I, too, working” (John 5:17). The church is called to be 

socially involved with the concerns of the community irrespective of worldviews.  
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Far too long there has been a distinction between Sundays and the “other six 

days” of the week, which has shaped some Christians’ into thinking that the only place 

they serve and worship God is in the church or responding to a “Christian” call, yet 

greater part of life is devoted to work to take care of oneself. To this thinking Paul 

Stevens and Robert Banks explain that,  

One of the main places we serve God and our neighbor is in the workplace. Most 
people spent about 88,000 hours of their life time in the workplace, and even 
more if one is a professional. The same people if they are dedicated Christians 
may only spend about 4000 hours in church services and religious meetings. 
Unfortunately there is often little connection between the two, between Sunday 
and Monday.62 

Most of Jesus’ ministry did take place in the secular setting—in the work place, in 

a farmer’s field, in fishing boat, at a wedding party, in a cemetery, at a public well asking 

a woman he did not know for drink of water, on a country hillside that he turned into a 

huge picnic, and in a court room, at supper in home with acquaintances or friends.63 Jesus 

illustrated these ministries outside the formal religious world of his time and fashioned 

his messages to relate to the business world of merchant, the farmer, the fisherman, and 

the financial world of Judea and Galilee, which of course attracted worldviews. The 

presence of the church in the community is to make meaningful investment in the 

community.  

A community is like a family—a kind of place in which an individual learns to 

grow and have the opportunity to develop his or her God-given gifts and potentials 

socially. It is a place where people can depend on one another to share their values in the 
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marketplaces and other areas of life. It is also a place where one comes to seek 

opportunities in life. Community brings to mind a sense of having a place to come to and 

belong. It is a place where business activities are found, and services are provided and 

received. Community offers one the opportunity to build, invest, and create. It is also a 

place where people can lounge around for lack of meaningful work. In his book on 

Community, which explores the nature of community and the dynamics of 

transformation. Peter Block explains that,  

Community is about the experience of belonging. We are in a community each 
time we find a place where we belong. Community offers the promise of 
belonging and calls for us to acknowledge our interdependence. To belong is to 
act as an investor, owner, and creator of this place. To be welcome, even if we are 
strangers. As if we came to the right place and are affirmed for that choice, and 
….whether in workplace or neighborhood, rural town or urban center, 
communities create a wider sense of belonging among citizens.64 

God created human beings to be in union with him; they were not created to be alone. 

According to Kenneth Kantzer, “By creation, human beings are societal beings, never 

intended to live alone. Because of our societal nature, we are specialized (each person is 

in ones sense unique), interdependent and, therefore, necessarily dependent on exchange. 

Exchange is built into our very nature. And this is business.”65  

The church is therefore present in the community to help develop it socially and 

spiritually and make it a “shalom” community, but since the communities in the poor and 

in developing countries are fragmented, the presence of “business has a special role to 

play in bringing hope—and not only hope, but actual economic progress—to the billion 
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or so truly indigent people on this planet. Business is, bar none, the best hope for the 

poor. And that is one noblest calling inherent in business activities: to raise up the 

poor.”66  

It is a fact that the communities in poor countries lack creativity because they are 

crippled with basic social amenities coupled with unworkable infrastructure. Novak 

points out that, “businesspeople are constantly, on all sides, involved in building 

community… they must build a community of work. A great deal depends on the level of 

creativity, team work and high morale firm leaders can inspire.”67  

He goes on to say, “This creative community is the greatest transformative power 

of the condition of the poor on earth.”68 A community like Ashaiman in Ghana has many 

social problems, and I have always thought it could be changed from its present situation 

to creativity and belonging. I have thought that it is possible to use the local church as a 

laboratory to create job for the membership and the community. Novak argues again that,  

to rise out of poverty, the poor needs jobs; prospective employees need to find 
employers; and inventors and originators need to create new industries….The 
desire to better one’s condition…..is universal, endowed in all by nature. It is 
healthy drive and is for all families the inner spring of progress out of poverty. 
Unless it is present, hope for the poor is bleak.69 

In his book, The Church, Hans Küng points out eloquently that the church  

must play its proper parts in solving the world’s enormous problems, helping to 
prevent wars and promote peace, to fight against famine and poverty, to educate 
the masses. There are many problems; there are many opportunities. The church 
cannot face these problems and use these opportunities if it is a prisoner of its 
                                                 

66 Michael Novak, Business as a Calling: Work and the Examined Life (New York: The Free 
Press, 1996), 37. 

67 Ibid., 126, 127. 

68 Ibid. 

69 Ibid., 60-61. 
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own theories and prejudices, its own forms and laws, rather than being a prisoner 
of its Lord. As the prisoner of the Lord it is truly free, ready and willing to serve 
the constantly new requirements, needs and aspirations of mankind.70 

A local church may not attract the community by just Sunday worship but can 

make a huge difference by responding to God’s call outside her walls in the “other six 

days” of week and become investors, owners, and creators and builders of communities 

to feel a sense of belonging and make an investment of hospitality and generosity in the 

community. It is the will of God that his house becomes a place where people of all 

cultures can come and feel a sense of belonging and experience his love, for they were 

made in his image. To this context Peter Block says, 

To feel a sense of belonging is important because it will lead us from conversation 
about safety and comfort to other conversations, such as our relatedness and 
willingness to provide hospitality and generosity. Hospitality is the welcoming of 
strangers, and generosity is an offer with no expectation of return. These are two 
elements that we want to nurture as we work to create, strengthen, and restore our 
communities. This will not occur in a culture dominated by isolation, and 
correlate, fear.71 

Whenever the economic environment is not encouraging, it is not difficult to 

figure out that unemployment would affect church attendance, tithes, and giving and will 

eventually impact church budgets. In the same way it is possible for the church to 

stewards her resources to embrace the community in a holistic way so that the “whole 

story of salvation in the Bible is presented to us in the grammar of covenant: mutual 

belonging.”72 The individual is not lost for Jesus came to seek and save the lost (Luke 

                                                 

70 Küng, 4. 

71 Block, 3. 

72 R. Paul Stevens, The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective 
(Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans, 2009), 95. 
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19:10). The church as God’s representative or God’s kind of “garden” in the world is 

mandated to expand the communities and serve as God’s representative.  

Christians are not to be shaken by the difficulties they encounter in the 

communities as they become socially involved in the community’s concerns. Obviously 

with their meekness and passion for righteousness and good works, there are bound to be 

difficulties in this hostile world, but Christians are called to fix their eyes on Jesus (Heb. 

12:2), and Larry Peabody suggests, “If we would see how God works, so that we may 

pattern our daily works accordingly, it will require a lifelong gaze upon Him.”73  

By fixing one’s eyes on God, Christians should not be afraid to seek new paths in 

their endeavors to bring spiritual and physical transformation of the urban and rural 

communities. Though such paths might be difficult, as Christians persevere, even into the 

“valley of darkness,” as Küng says, 

There is, however, one guiding light it is never without, just as God’s people in 
the desert always had a guide: God’s word is always there to lead the church. 
Through Jesus, the Christ, it has been definitely revealed to us. The word of Jesus 
Christ, as testified by the apostles, is the church guide. It is the word to which the 
church appeals and accordingly to which it must examine its activities in the 
confusion in the world.74 

Since unemployment has affected almost half of the FBCA’s congregation, it is 

likely that the church would have very few resources to steward and make a difference in 

the community unless it seeks a new path, which is the reason why this project, the 

production of purified water as part of the church’s ministry, will serve as a means to 

bring work to the church as well as the community. This project will serve as a 

                                                 

73 Peabody, 81. 

74 Küng, xi. 
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foundation to raise money for the church’s other ministries. By such an endeavor FBCA 

would be practicing her faith in the community, and the community can begin to 

experience its presence, which is what incarnational leadership is about.  

In whatever situation and in whatever age the church might find itself, the church 

must not imprison itself by people’s worldview but rather must come forward and 

embrace the gospel of Jesus Christ as its criterion and be guided in all its ways by the 

vision of the kingdom of God. In this way the church will be able to play an important 

role in lifting up the living conditions of its people in cities, towns, and communities, not 

just attending to their sufferings but being able to influence the systems that caused the 

suffering. In his foreword to Christianity and the Social Crisis in the 21st Century by 

Walter Rauschenbusch, Paul Brandeis Rauschenbusch said,  

Guided by the vision of the kingdom of God, we must recognize that is not 
enough to help the afflicted; we must influence the systems that cause the 
affliction. It is not enough to help the assaulted man on the road to Jericho; we 
must stop the assaults. We are called to dedicate to the task of doing the work that 
Jesus set us here to do: to love God with all our heart, soul, mind, and strength, 
and to love our neighbor as ourselves in concrete and practical ways.75 

As the church is guided by the kingdom’s ways and not the world’s ways, the 

church will begin to understand properly importance of integrating business into the 

church ministry. In creating business in the community, the church will be stewarding the 

gifts of God’s natural wealth, of which water is one of them. In this sense God sees his 

church as imitators of his character as worker, and he is pleased. The context of this 

                                                 

75 Walter Rauschenbusch, Anthony Campolo, and Paul B. Raushenbush, Christianity and the 
Social Crisis in the 21st Century: The Classic That Woke up the Church, 1st ed. (New York: HarperOne 
Publishers, 2007), xiii. 
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ministry project will show the importance of the integration of church and business 

irrespective of worldviews, for Christians are commanded to obey the will of God. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

CONTEXT OF MINISTRY 

Historical Background 

Growing up as a Christian in Europe revealed the fact that Christians often 

believe that God and business are incompatible. Premised on this misconception, I took 

more interest in studying the integration of business and faith in order to help a local 

church in Ghana, the First Baptist Church of Ashaiman (FBCA), Ashaiman is a town 

thirty kilometers from Accra. For many years FBCA has depended on Hope International 

Baptist Church (HIBC) of Rotterdam for financial sustenance. My thought was that 

perhaps FBCA could be an instrument to alleviate poverty among her members and 

transform the community if given assistance. I thought of a business plan to add to the 

church ministry to create jobs for the unemployed in the church and also as a means to 

reach out to the community. Already FBCA was also thinking on the same line and had a 

plan to purify water and sell as “pure water” (as is popularly called in Ghana) to the 

community but did not believe it was the right thing to do. Such a plan was in the 

incubation period and needed to be hatched.  

When I visited Ghana in 2010 and studied the situation of FBCA, I became 

certain that this project was the one I wanted to help the church achieve. What has 

become plain is that the integration of faith and business has not been well understood in 

many Christian churches, particularly FBCA. As I have stated earlier, culture shapes 

people’s thinking; the driving force behind such thinking is how one views the world. 
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In Ghana I discovered that the common worldview among many Christians and 

leaders I worked with was that in order to become a committed Christian one must 

become involved in full-time Christian ministry, serving as either a pastor or missionary. 

Serving Christ in the marketplace was a concept alien to many of Christians I met, and 

some of them even went to the extent of thinking that integrating church and business is 

going to secularize the church. It was not surprising that the pastor FBCA has left his 

profession as a chemical engineer to do as he called it, “full-time ministry.” Arthur 

Willis, writing the forward to Larry Peabody’s book, Serving Christ in the Workplace, 

says, “These are some of the major weaknesses of modern Christianity. One of these is 

the tendency to departmentalize our lives and confine the spiritual to its own little water-

tight compartment instead of letting it out to invade and transform the secular.”1  

It is not in Ghana alone that some Christians hold different worldviews, though 

Christians are called to know that the Scripture is God-breathed and a textbook of faith 

that is able to guide them how to think, act and live in a relationship with God and others 

daily in every situation. Among the churches that I am engaged with in Netherlands, I 

have witnessed that some of them too have other worldviews. As Paul Hiebert pointed 

out, without being aware, Christian beliefs are shaped more by their cultures than by the 

gospel.2 Some of these churches believe that one is a Christian if he or she has confessed 

their faith in Jesus Christ and sees the gatherings on Sundays as testimony of one’s 

confession and faith in the Lord.  

                                                 

1 Arthur Willis, forward to Peabody, 7. 

2 Hiebert, 13. 
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In reviewing books to help me find solutions to my stated problem, I discovered 

that such thinking is to do with lack of proper understanding of what God meant in the 

purpose was for the creation of natural resources (Gen. 2:15). The books I have 

highlighted teach that the integration of church and business has kingdom approval and 

therefore is not incompatible. Human beings live in particular contexts and environments, 

as are the people in Ghana. Since 2012 is a globalized world, it is important that “we give 

thought to human contexts and the way these shape others as well as ourselves.”3 For 

HIBCR, the understanding of the integration of church and business did not just happen 

but was a gradual process of teachings guided by God’s spirit. When the issue of 

integrating church and business was discussed and accepted in our church in Rotterdam 

three years ago to develop a business project for the production of purified water, the 

members’ worldviews on this subject needed to be guided by the word of God.  

The church understood that purified water could be sold in the community to 

create income for FBCA, thus helping the church and the community and at the same 

time “to invade and transform the secular.” This business project can create jobs for the 

unemployed in the church too, thereby increasing giving and tithes, and at the same time 

demonstrate a meaningful business can enjoy divine approval. As figure 1 shows, Ghana 

is a country with different tribes and cultures that for many years have managed to live 

together peacefully, even though as human beings they have differences of opinions on a 

range of issues. 

 

 

                                                 

3 Hiebert, 18. 
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Figure 1. Map of Ghana showing Ashaiaman 

Source: Eco Tropical Resourts, Ghana map, http://www.eco-tropicalresorts.com/africa/ghana-map.htm 

Ghana in Brief Perspective 

Ghana, which lies in West Africa and shares boundaries with Togo to the east, 

Ivory Coast to the west, Burkina Faso (formerly Upper Volta) to the north, and the Gulf 

of Guinea to the south. The Gulf of Guinea is often referred to as an “island of peace,” 

probably because of the absence of military coups since 1979. Also the country has 

enjoyed a stable democracy since 1992, and its record of political tranquility and peaceful 

transition of one government to another has made Ghana enjoy the title, “island of 

peace.” The word Ghana means “Warrior King,” which was the title given to the kings of 

the medieval West Africa Ghana Empire. The name Ghana was chosen for the new 

nation to reflect the ancient Empire of Ghana, which once extended throughout much of 

West Africa.  
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The Portuguese were the first Europeans to arrive in Ghana, then Gold Coast, in 

1470. The Gold Coast was so named because it was an important source of gold and 

other natural wealth. By the latter part of nineteenth century, the Dutch and the British 

were the only traders left. After the Dutch withdrew in 1874, Britain made the Gold 

Coast a protectorate, that is to say it became a British Crown Colony. Before Ghana’s 

independence in March 6, 1957, it was still called Gold Cost. The merger of Gold Coast 

and the Togoland trust territory officially formed Ghana in 1957, and it became the first 

sub-Saharan country in colonial Africa to gain its independence.4 

Ghana covers an area of 92,098 square miles (238,533 square km). Ghana is a 

warm country with an average annual temperature of about 26 degrees Celsius (about 

79oF). It is estimated that about one-third of the country’s total land is covered by forests, 

while about one-eighth of the total area is considered suitable for agricultural purposes. 

Ghana’s economy is mixed economy based largely on agriculture and mining.  

Agriculture alone accounts for 60 percent of the workforce, which is about 37 

percent of gross domestic product (GDP). Ghana’s export of cocoa accounts for 11 

percent of the world’s total. Other export products include gold, timber, bauxite, 

manganese, and electricity. The recent oil discovery in Ghana could make the country an 

important oil producer and exporter in the coming few years.5  

                                                 

4 "Africa", World Atlas www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/africa/gh.thm and 
www.cbp.org/africanchild.html (accessed May 1, 2012); Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, Micropaedia, vol. 5 (Chicago, IL: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1993), s.v. Ghana. 

5 "Ghana", Ghana Web www.ghanaweb.com (accessed May 1, 2012). 
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Though Ghana experiences economic difficulties, it is considered one of the most 

developed countries in tropical Africa.6 According to the World Bank, Ghana’s 

population stands at 24.4 million,7 drawn from more than one hundred ethnic groups, 

each with its own unique language, with English as the official language, a legacy of the 

British colonial rule.  

Having examined the historical background and placing Ghana in brief 

perspective in this study, the study can now examine the main thesis of the project, which 

is the integration of church and business for the purpose of transforming the community 

and what this would mean missiologically. 

Integration of Church and Business 

The church is mandated to be the light and hope for the community around it. 

This project inevitably places the local church of Ashaiman on its lamp stand to shine out 

to the community with its true light and hope which come from Jesus, to lift the 

community up from darkness and hopelessness. 

The Bible clearly emphasizes the importance of caring for the poor and even 

promises a blessing of deliverance in times of troubles (Ps. 41:1). It is evident that the 

majority of the people in the world are ordinary poor people. Abraham Lincoln once said, 

“God must love the common people—he made so many of them.”8 It is not surprising the 

Bible teaches that society as a whole is called to do its best to help poor people overcome 

                                                 

6 Ibid., 232. 

7 "Working for a World Free of Poverty", The World Bank www.worldbank.org (accessed May 1, 
2012). 

8 William Barkley, The Daily Study Bible: The Gospel of Mark (Edinburgh, UK: St. Andrews 
Press, 1975), 28. 
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their poverty. In his first letter to the churches the Apostle John challenges his readers to 

with question, “How does God’s love abide in anyone who has the world’s goods and 

sees a brother or sister in need and yet refuses to help” (1 John 3:17). Reflecting on God’s 

love in the Christian, John Stott says, “true love is revealed not only in supreme sacrifice; 

it is expressed in all lesser giving[s].”9  

Throughout the Bible God is shown to be a God who cares for the poor and the 

ordinary, and it is such truth that should motivate the church to examine carefully the 

biblical imperative of business as a way of transforming the living standards of its 

members and the community. The poor and the marginalized certainly do not only have 

to hear the gospel, though faith comes by hearing the gospel, but they also want to see the 

gospel. R. Paul Stevens explains it in this way: “What the poor need is not merely hand-

outs, though this is part of our ministry to them, but hand-ups, equipping the poor to 

become producers of wealth.”10 All Christians are called into various ministries to 

transform communities.  

Some are called into the “pastoral, social evangelistic, missionary, medical, legal, 

educational, administrative, and many more.”11 Some are called also into business. 

Business activities in a community help transform the life of its people. It is the desire of 

God that the humans he created in his own image flourish.  

Jeff Van Duzer explains that, 

                                                 

9 John R. W. Stott, The Letters of John: An Introduction and Commentary (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2007), 145. 

10 Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 29. 

11 John R. W. Stott, The Living Church: Convictions of a Lifelong Pastor (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2007), 74. 
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When God conceive of human flourishing, it involves, in part, the satisfaction of 
the material needs and desires of men and women. Food that nourishes, roofs that 
hold out the rain, shade that protects from the heat of the sun—these are all part of 
God’s good design. When businesses produce material things that enhance the 
welfare of the community, they are engaged in work that matters to God.12 

For too long Christians have struggled in their lives to determine whether the 

integration of faith and business is the will of God, yet Christians are called to live out 

their faith in the midst of this troubled world guided by the word of God. So far this study 

has examined the ministry context in the light of its historical background and worldview. 

It is important at this point to place Ashaiman, the birth place of First Baptist Church 

(FBC) and the audience for this project, in context. The dissertation will examine 

Ashaiman community and the FBCA. 

Ashaiman Community and the First Baptist Church 

of Ashaiaman (FBCA) in Ghana 

This study is not particularly about the youth situation in Ghana, but since the 

intended project will incorporate the youth in the church and the community to show 

them the significant of work, it would be helpful to have a perspective of the youth 

situation in Ghana as a whole and place it in the Ashaiman context.  

Ashaiman is district of Ghana in the Tema Municipal District of the Greater 

Accra Region (TMDGAR).13 Accra is the capital of Ghana, the seat of the government. 

Ashaiman is located about four kilometers to the north of Tema and about thirty 

kilometers from Accra, as shown previously in figure 1 on the map of Ghana. The Ghana 

                                                 

12 Van Duzer, 28-29. 

13 I am indebted to the Tema Municipal District of the Greater Accra Region (TMDGR) and Tema 
Municipality Assembly (TMA) for assisting me with all information related to Ashaiman and the Case 
Study, “Ashaiman Community” by IBIS, the Danish-based NGO. 
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Year 2000 Population Census Report estimated the population of Ashaiman to be 

150,312, with a growth rate of 4.6 per cent, which is higher than the 2.6 per cent national 

growth rate.14 The Ashaiman Municipal Assembly (ASHMA) estimated the current 

population of the Municipality to be 217,717, but this has risen to about 240,000 

according to 2010 census with an average household size of five.15 The Census Report 

further estimated that 75,183 of the population are males, while 75,129 are females, with 

the majority of the population falling within the ages of fifteen years and thirty-four 

years.16 It is estimated that between 78 percent of the inhabitants earn as little as $2 a 

day.17  

In Ghana as whole it is estimated that 63 percent are Christians. Muslims accounts 

for between 15 to 16 percent, while about 21 percent of the population practices other 

religions.18 In Ashaiman, religion is strong in the community where 80 percent of the 

inhabitants are Christian; 9 percent Muslim, and11 percent accounting for traditional 

African religions or no religion.19 The community of Ashaiman is a heterogeneous 

community organized along ethnic, religious, and occupational identities. According to 

IBIS there is also a large population of minority migrants from other West African 

                                                 

14 http://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/features/artikel.php?ID=152649, “Sportlight on 
Ashaiman. 

15 Ibid. “Sportlight on Ashaiman.” 

16 http://safisana.org/ghana-ashiaman-public 

17 Ibid. safisana.org. 

18 http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/rel_all-religion-religious-all 

19 http://safisana.org/ghana-ashiaman-public 
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countries such as Nigeria, Togo, Burkina Faso, and Mali resident in the locality. They 

have immigrated there to make a living.20  

The Religious Context and Worldviews Represented 

Chapter 2 of this study examined the issue of worldview in general. In the light of 

the strong religious population, it is helpful to know in context the worldviews these 

religions represent. As already stated, people’s cultures plays a major role in shaping how 

they view the world around them.  

This is true with how Christians, Muslims, and other religious establishments also 

view the integration of business and church and the part such views play for the common 

good of the community. As earlier stated, for the Christians in Ashaiman integrating 

business into church ministries is a new phenomenon, and like every new system, such 

integration is not without criticisms and challenges. The corrupt practices of government 

institutions in Ghana in general have tainted the practice of business as something corrupt 

in nature; therefore, Christians in Ashaiman are skeptical of its inclusion into church 

ministries. Though such worldview is a popular position among many churches here, they 

differ from denomination to denomination.  

I was told by an elder of the Presbyterian Church at Tema, a city close to 

Ashaiman, that the church nearly split into two when they tried to include car wash 

business as a means to make extra income for the church. Opposition to including 

business into the church ministries is gradually changing as some churches are already in 

                                                 

20 www.transportlinks.org/Appendix%20A4%20; 
http://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/country_information. IBIS is a Danish-based NGO who 
works at the global, national and local levels for the poor and the marginalized in the fields of governance 
and education in Africa and Latin America. 
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bookstore businesses as a means to draw extra income for their churches. In context it can 

be said that the church that gathers in worship on Sundays is also the church that is 

scattered in business in the other six days.  

The church must not just survive but also thrive, for the purpose of gathering the 

church is to disperse it and find its way in prisons, hospitals, orphanage homes, 

businesses, etc., and makes a difference. Today’s changing world and economic 

difficulties have made some churches, notably the charismatic ones in Ashaiman and the 

neighboring towns, to seize the opportunity to seek alternative means to bring the church 

income instead of depending on tithes and offerings alone. Such paradigm shift does not 

fall contrary to the Christian worldview because central to this view is the fact that Jesus 

is the Lord of all life, including business.  

Muslims today have adopted the Christian practice of evangelism and “have come 

out of their huts and desert terrain to confront the world with the message of 

Muhammad.”21 In practicing their faith, Muslims in general “see the world in black and 

white.”22 Muslims in Ashaiman count for just 9 percent, and though it is seen in the world 

as “an intolerant faith and has impeded progress and repressed women,”23 the story is 

different for many of the women in Ashaiman and in Ghana as a whole, where they are 

free to own businesses. Both Muslim men and women buy and sell from and to Christians 

and other traditional Ghanaian religions. One would have thought that because of the way 

the Muslim faith treats their women with regard to strict adherence to Muslim doctrines, 

                                                 

21 Bob Larson, Larson's Book of Cults (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 1989), 90. 

22 Ibid., 89. 

23 Ibid. 
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they would be excluded when it comes to doing business, but this thinking is not what 

one sees in the Muslim community of Ashaiman. Such culture in the Muslim community 

and the fact that FBC opens its doors to sell its products to the Muslims and other 

traditional religions have promoted peace and harmony among the people in the 

community, in contrast to the animosity that is often reported among other religions in 

some countries in Africa. Emphases must be placed on the fact that in a poor community 

like Ashaiman with different religious affiliations and worldviews have not stood in the 

way of integrating business in their faiths or split the community but rather brought the 

community together.  

Though no one particular religious establishment seems to be acceptable model 

for another, it is the hope that as FBC dialogues with businesses of other religious groups, 

God’s power would one day draw non Christians to come and receive his free gift of 

eternal salvation, which is found in his Son who is the model for all.  

Despite its size and population, Ashaiman is largely underdeveloped compared to 

its surrounding settlements such as Tema and Accra. According to the Tema Municipal 

District (TMD), Ashaiman has a deprived and marginalized settlement, although it is 

reported to be a major source of revenue to the Tema Municipality Assembly (TMA).24  

The main occupations in Ashaiman are farming, especially crop farming; 

livestock and poultry raising, as well as fishing, manufacturing, food processing, 

quarrying, construction, commerce, and kente weaving. Ashaiman has seventeen public 

basic schools and 286 private basic schools, consisting of nursery, primary, and junior 

                                                 

24 I am indebted to the Tema Municipal District of the Greater Accra Region (TMDGR) and Tema 
Municipality Assembly (TMA) for assisting me with such information. Case Study, Ashaiaman Community. 
www.transport-links.org. 
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high schools. Ashaiman Senior High School (ASHS) is the only public second cycle 

school. There are seven private senior high schools. Ashaiman has only one public health 

center, fourteen private clinics, and one private maternity home. According to the Tema 

Human Development Report (THDR) of 2004, apart from the insufficient health 

facilities, most of the existing ones did not have adequate qualified health personnel and 

also operated under poor hygienic conditions.25  

The youth situation in Ashaiman is similar to that of Accra, Tema, and other 

major cities in Ghana where the youth have migrated from the rural to the urban in search 

of a better livelihood. In Ashaiman there are between five and six children to a 

household, where among every five children, there is a child whose vital status is mixed: 

both the parents are alive, and for economic reasons the child is brought to the care of a 

relative, or the both the parents are deceased. This situation is common in Ashaiman and 

causes a rising number of street children.  

The First Baptist Church of Ashaiman (FBCA) has been in this community for 

more than 15 years, with a congregation of about 155, of which 75 percent are between 

the ages of 19-35. The church’s younger congregation is a great asset in terms of human 

resources. The human resources available in the church include electricians, carpenters, 

masons, retailers, office clerks, and bookkeepers. They will play a useful role in the 

business ministry of the church. In an article, “Why is the child left on the street?” 

published in The Ghanaian Journal, the writer had the following to say: 

I cannot fathom how a street child can receive proper training and protection 
against threats on his health, education and development. The street cannot be a 
surrogate for home. Home is home and for anyone to think he can effectively 

                                                 

25 Source, Tema Municipal District of the Greater Accra Region (TMDGR) 
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raise a child in an open kiosk or lorry park with same result as somebody who 
brings up his child in a real home may be making big mistake.26  

In another article, “Who is to Blame for Our Youth on the Streets,” in the same paper, the 

writer, Joe Kingsley Eyiah points out that,  

In Ghana, many street youth between the ages of 12 and 20 are without homes to 
turn in during the night. They sleep in front of stores and abandoned vehicles. 
These youth have traveled from the countryside mainly to fend for themselves in 
the cities and urban towns due to lack of family support. Poverty or economic 
dislocation has driven them from their homes. Unfortunately some single mothers 
have even encouraged their teen daughters to go to the streets to make ends meet. 
Such vulnerable young girls have landed in prostitution and have become 
homeless; hanging around with pimps whose help is just of exportation of the 
children.27 

Christians are called to, “Train a child the way he should go; and when he is old 

he will not turn from it” (Prov. 22:6). Because of economic hardships in Ghana, there has 

been a steady rise of migration from the rural to urban areas. Children are driven to the 

streets to fend for themselves, thereby increasing the likelihood of child labor and school 

dropouts. Today majority of the cities in Ghana are filled with thousands of children 

living and working on the streets due to “increased urbanization and socio-economic 

adversities of rural families.”28 It can be said that though it is difficult to access the exact 

data on the total population of street children in places in Ghana, the Ghana Statistical 

Service (GSS) of 2001 published that, “approximately 27.2 percent of children aged 5 to 

                                                 

26 Anthony Kwaku Amoah, "Why Is the Child Left on the Street?", The Ghanaian Journal 
http://www.theghanaianjournal.com/2012/02/28/why-is-the-child-left-on-the-street/ (accessed May 1, 
2012). 

27 Joe Kingsley Eyiah, “Who is to Blame for Our Youth on the Streets,” quoted in Amoah. 

28 Amoah. 
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14 years in Ghana with majority being cart pushers, bar keepers heard porters, hawkers, 

and shoes shiners,”29 not forgetting car washers. 

The Catholic Action for Children (CAC) is a non-governmental organization, and 

according to their survey in 2002, they concluded that there were about 19,165 children 

on the streets of Accra alone.30 In Reclaiming our Prodigal Sons and Daughters, Scott 

Larson and Larry Brendtro point out that, “For whatever reasons, their “belongings” are 

broken; yet they are all children of a Father who claims them.” Explaining further, they 

write, “These are our modern prodigal sons and daughters, and they are longing to come 

home, even as they test the limits of our love.”31 When a church is challenged with the 

sights of broken lives and responds, the church becomes truly what it was meant to be—

glorifying God through the application of faith and work. The church is called not just to 

be informed about the kingdom of God but to attend to the needs of the world in 

communion with God. What are the benefits of this project for the street children now? 

How would the project help the children in future? 

The Project’s Impact on Street Children 

A country’s economic development aims at improving the people’s living 

conditions. Bad economic infrastructure and corruption are among the reasons for 

Africa’s poverty, and there is no moral or economic justification to see children roaming 

about aimlessly on the streets in Ashaiman. “Living the gospel,” says John Perkins, 

“means bettering the quality of other people’s lives—spiritually, physically, socially, and 

                                                 

29 Ibid. 

30 Ibid. 

31 Larson and Brendtro, 22. 
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emotionally—as you better your own. Human beings have basic needs in all of these, 

areas, and no institution should be as capable of meeting them as holistically as the 

church.”32 Among the aims and objectives of the project is how this project is going to 

give the street children of Ashaiman a chance for a better future.  

As already stated, there are more than nineteen thousand street children on the 

streets of Accra alone according to the Catholic Action for Children (CAC) investigation. 

As the production grows and begin to generate profit, some of the profit from the sale of 

the purified water will go into helping the street children in vocational training which 

FBC is setting up, which can be seen as a future approach of addressing the issue of street 

children in Ashaiman. Obviously this project is not going to solve all the problems of 

street children in the whole of Ghana instantly because there is no quick-fix solution to 

the problems.  

The aim of the vocational training for the street children is to render them useful, 

not just to reduce their numbers on the streets but in the long term to give them a sense of 

belonging and hope which they so desperately need. These street children, mostly in the 

age group of eleven to fourteen, are mostly located at lorry packs, shopping areas, and in 

the market places, where they are hired by shoppers to carry their groceries and other 

goods to specified locations for just few tips. This culture is popular among children of 

poor communities in Ghana. To carry out this training program FBC intends to make use 

of its human resources, which are made up of carpenters, masons, electricians, tailors, 

and bakers, to help train these children in these fields with financial help from the sale of 

the water and also from its stakeholders, notably HIBC. Also FBC has sought and is 

                                                 

32 Perkins, 4. 
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receiving technical assistance from the city council of Ashaiman to help FBC leaders 

carry out this training. Children growing up on the streets have at some point come to the 

conclusion that they would never own a business or a house to live in.  

Such thinking has made them see no point in going to school or learning a trade. 

It is the aim of this project to change such mindset and place them on the path of 

hopefulness to help them take hold of their futures. The aim of this training is also to help 

the youth understand the need for professional training, which is the road map to a better 

future.  

It is hoped that as the children spread the news of their new status to their street 

colleagues, it would attract and encourage them to move from the streets to the training 

camps. The motive behind this initiative is to instill in these children a sense of 

belonging. The project intends also to use some of the profits from the sale of the water to 

give assistance to some parents of the streets children to do retailing business and bring 

them financial help, which they can use to support themselves and their children, so the 

children do not end up on the streets of Ashaiman.  

If nothing is done and these children are left in the streets of Ashaiman, which is 

synonymous to crimes of every category, they could be exposed to streets crime and 

could affect the economic situation of the neighboring towns and cities as crime 

increases. It is the hope that this project becomes a model for other churches to adopt and 

help reduce street children in their communities and bring economic prosperity in Ghana.  

Church and Marketplace Ministry 

Governance is basically about economic development, and especially in the 

developing world it is premised on the availability of the necessary information 
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concerning the given country. It is estimated that between 78 percent of the inhabitants of 

Ashaiman community earns as little as $2 a day. There is a sense here that it might be 

difficult for a church to survive long in such an environment lacking economic resources, 

unless one is prepared to send there, first some form of economic sustenance so that the 

people who come there to know Jesus can be empowered to sustain the ministry that has 

been already started. Otherwise the church will always be dependent on outside help, 

which seems to be the situation with FBCA. In this regard a church like FBCA in such an 

environment will experience financial difficulties that will inevitably affect giving, which 

will reduce its budgets and impair the church ministry in that environment. It is in this 

regard that the production of purified water as part of the church ministry is vital. This 

new wealth can come from the water and add to the communities’ wealth, which will 

make business an opportunity to be stewards of creation through development. Water is 

God’s creation, and humans are called to steward the resources God has given them and 

turn it into wealth whenever is possible for their livelihood. As I have argued earlier on in 

this study, if the church is to impact the community it must definitely seek new path, and 

such path could prove difficult, partly because one of the difficulties in life is to let old 

ways submit to new ways.  

Background: Importance of Water 

If there is a precious natural wealth God has given to humans, then is water. 

Everything God created was to show his glory to his creation, and he gave to them to love 

it and be stewards, which includes water. Water is a key component in the determination 

of the quality of life on the planet earth. It provides the earth with the capacity to sustain 

life. Every home has the need for water. It has been said that water “bathes us and feeds 
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us.” Water is needed in everyone’s diet and to regulate one’s body temperature. It is 

believed that one can do without food for some days, but one simply cannot live long 

from daily consumption of water. Water is used for many things in the production of 

goods that are used every day. Without it life will be impossible in the world.  

Water is very important—so important that even the Hungarian physiologist and 

Noble Laureate Albert Szent-Györgyi, is quoted as saying, “Water is life’s matter and 

matrix, mother and medium. There is no life without water.”33 In Ghana water for 

domestic, agricultural, and industrial use comes from natural occurring like lakes, rivers, 

underground sources, and reservoirs. As water from these sources is usually 

contaminated, it is necessary to treat it before supplying for domestic and commercial 

consumption.  

According to a United Nations, , one in every five children who die before they 

reach the age of five worldwide, die as the result of water-related disease, so water 

treatment is important to ensure that the water is free from water-borne diseases, 

poisonous substances, or any excessive amount of mineral and organic matter.  

Because a human’s prime need is water, communities from time to time 

immemorial, have settled around where water is available. The truth is that humans need 

water to survive. The major source of Ghana’s drinking water comes from 1) chemically 

treated pipe-bone distribution net work, 2) bore holes, 3) springs and wells, 4) rivers and 

streams, 5) lakes, and 6) rain water. There are several rivers in Ghana, but the notable 

ones that have economic significant are the Pra, Afram, Ankobra, Bia, Birim, Densu, 

                                                 

33 Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, "Water Is Life", Good Quotes http://www.goodquotes.com/quote/albert-
szent-gyorgyi/water-is-life-s-matter-and-matrix-moth (accessed May 1, 2012).  
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Ofin, Oti, Tano, Black Volta, and Volta.. In Ghana today, the production of purified 

water for both domestics and commercial use has become popular business. The business 

is in great demand and said to be good business.  

There was a period of time when people made great use of water that is obtained 

from underground bed rock strata as a result of rainfall entering the earth. The sight of 

water running down gently under huge bedrock is simply a beautiful thing to witness 

because it is part of God’s creation and was good to drink, which may not be possible 

anymore, because in Ghana today it is believed that years of sustained illegal mining 

operations have seriously polluted streams of rivers and lakes. Because of this situation, 

much of the population is skeptical of using natural water for fear of contamination. 

Clean and safe water is essential to a healthy living and prerequisite to human survival 

throughout the world. Water will continue to play an important component to survival of 

life for all species on earth.  

Because of environmental pollution in many cities across the world, the 

production of purified water is an important undertaking that will not only bring in extra 

financial benefits but also improve the health of the community. It is said that the health 

of a nation is the wealth of that nation 

Technical Information for the Production of Purified Drinking Water 

Figure 2 shows how the production of the purified water is carried out. The 

essence of water purification is to make it safe and acceptable for human use.  
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Figure 2. Method of producing natural mineral water 

The major equipment for the production natural mineral water includes filters, 

pumps, and packing machine. A filter is important “device which separates or remove 

solid particles, impurities, etc. from fluid by passing it through a porous substance.”34 

The pump provides power for the conveyance of the operation. In other words, the pump 

helps the water to move to other stages in the operating system. In one respect, one can 

                                                 

34 Webster’s New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, s.v. filter. 
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say that pure water is analogous to one’s blood circulation. If the blood is unhealthy, the 

body suffers. In the same way if the water is unhealthy the body suffers. 

Figure 2 shows how the method of producing purified water is carried out. First 

the ordinary water comes as the main source and is stored in three storage cylinders for 

treatment. At this stage the water will go through various treatments. At the second stage, 

with the help of pumping machine, the water is conveyed from the cylinders to the first 

storage tank. The pumping equipment is very important for the transportation and 

distribution facilities for the water process. From the first storage tank the water is 

conveyed to the next stage for filtration. After filtration, the water is conveyed to the 

second and last storage tank. At this stage the water, now purified water, completes its 

last journey to the packing unit where it is packed into bottles and sachets by packing 

devices for the markets and wholesale shops in the communities of Accra and Tema.  

For water purification it is important to know that the filters are changed regularly 

to ensure the effective elimination of any smallest particles in the water and for hygienic 

purposes. As it has been pointed out, the pumping machine plays a major role in the 

transportation and distribution of the whole process. To ensure against pump failure, 

there is a stand-by pump that switches itself on automatically. There are, of course, other 

bigger and more advanced machines for such project, but because it is the first step to 

incorporate the youth in the church, this simple machine will be a good start for their 

training. 

At this stage of operation the machine plant can employ fifteen people to manage 

its operation and another thirty for packing. As the production increases more people 

would be needed. What is interesting in this production is that because of its simplicity 
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the youth in the church will be able to participate when production reaches the packing 

stage where water would be packed in boxes for delivery. In this sense the youth would 

begin to see business not as something that belongs to special kinds of people in the 

world but as part of their callings too and also a means to bring meaning of life in the 

community. By employing the youth in the church’s business ministry they will also 

come to understand that that work is an expression of their image-bearing of God as God 

is himself is presented as a worker, “speaking, fashioning, designing, crafting, and 

sculpting.”35  

Also the work that would be assigned to the members of the church would be 

organized in a way that will help them to develop a sense of responsibility and experience 

at the same time joy at work as work is meant to be fun. Helping the youth to know that 

work is an integral part of their lives in this way at the early stages of their lives would 

play a significant role in adulthood. While the senior members of the church can use their 

leverage to help and encourage the youth, they must first and foremost be made aware 

that as seniors, they are called to follow someone before they are called to do 

something.36 As it has been stated already, at the heart of Christian life is an invitation to 

come to Jesus. In a sense, business becomes a mission field where Christians are called 

“that they might be with him and that he might send them out to preach” (Mk. 3:14), and 

join God to build a new everlasting kingdom, where such kingdom will endure through 

all generations. Integrating water purification business into church ministry is one aspect 

of the many businesses the church can include in its ministry to help its unemployed 

                                                 

35 Stevens, The Other Six Days, 113. 

36 Ibid., 21. 
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members and the community. It is not a question of whether it is compatible with 

teachings of the Bible, which it is as it is seen in the ministry of Jesus, but whether the 

church is prepared to discover new routes to connect to the community. Scripture’s 

teachings of the importance of business are seen in the lives of Abraham, Moses, and 

David in the Old Testament and in the lives of the disciples in the New Testament. All 

were carried out with the intrinsic purpose “to provide the community with goods and 

services the will enable the community to flourish.”37 In all Scriptures provide Christians 

with a theological basis from which God is seen at work as shown in the next chapter. 

 

                                                 

37 Van Duzer, 42. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL BASIS FOR MINISTRY 

The biblical and theological value of my problem statement in theology of work is to 

discover how business can be integrated into church ministry to economically sustain a local 

church and transform a community. Theology of work examines what work means and it 

uses biblical stories of people from Genesis through Revelation in different historical 

contexts. From the perspective of my problem statement I will focus this dissertation along 

the following main headings: searching for biblical and theological basis, mission of God, 

God’s vision for the Church, business and its missiological implications for global 

transformation, and theology of water. 

Searching for Biblical and Theological Basis 

The Bible tells one major story within history through persons and events in many 

genres, which falls into four major sections, often presented as the “grand narrative.” These 

four sections include Creation, Fall, Redemption, and Future Hope.  

Creation 

In seeking answers to the stated problem, one begins by searching for biblical 

theology at the same point God began and where it will ultimately end: with creation and a 

new future creation. In working out his purpose in the great beginning of creation, God 

created human beings—male and female in his own image and likeness and placed them at 

its center (Gen. 1:26-27).  

He then directed them to fill the earth, subdue it, and to rule over the whole of his 

creation (Gen. 1:28). This command was to be achieved in the context of a continuous, 
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intimate relationship with him. In that context human beings were embedded with value, 

meaning and purpose, which meant that humans were to live in communion with God in 

working in the community to feed the hungry and house the homeless, and care for the weak 

and sick, all in the context of love and worship on a daily basis. 

Placing humans at the center of creation also meant they were to build community 

with God. R. Paul Stevens says in Doing God’s Business, “to experience it, to build it, and to 

extend it by being fruitful, multiplying, and filling the earth”1 Since the handiwork of God 

was pronounced to be “good,” the work of humans created in God’s image is to reflect 

God’s good work. In other words, people are to participate in the development of their 

communities in meaningful occupation and not to flee from it. Work became cursed as 

humans disobeyed God, resulting in the Fall (Gen. 3:17-18).  

The Fall 

The Fall represents the disobedience and rebellious action of humans against God, 

which resulted in disastrous consequences (Gen. 3-11). Evil and sin found a way into all that 

God had created, and every area of human life was tainted with sin. Humans suffered 

physically, intellectually, socially, and spiritually.2 

Redemption 

Redemption represents the way forward to restore both creation (and make the earth 

worth living on) and humans’ relationship with God.  

                                                 

1 Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 27. 

2 Christopher J. H. Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible's Grand Narrative (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2006), 40. 
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Redemption was an act of God’s absolute love for humankind. God did not destroy 

creation or abandon his people because of sin, but instead began seeking and calling them to 

salvation through his son, Jesus Christ.  

Future Hope 

The work of restoring the love relationship that existed between God and humans 

should be seen as the saving act and power of God, which combined both the stories of the 

Old and the New Testament. This redemptive narrative brings about the Future Hope—the 

return of Christ who will bring about a peaceful, holy, and perfect world, where all the 

nations will become God’s new community. 

The Mission of God (Mission Dei) 

The biblical theology of this redemptive act of God, calling Adam back to a 

relationship with him (Gen. 3:9), began with what is known as the mission of God. Humans 

did not begin the mission of God, but rather the mission of humanity is modeled in the 

mission of Jesus Christ as he himself says, “As the Father has sent me, I am sending you” 

(John 20:21). Mission starts with God who calls his children to join with him in working to 

redeem the world. In his book, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible’s Grand Narrative, 

Christopher Wright explains, “the whole Bible renders to us the story of God’s mission 

through God’s people in their engagement with God’s world for the sake of the whole of 

God creation.”3 The Christian’s hope is secured on the return of Jesus, but until then, the 

mission is modeled in the mission of Jesus.  

John Stott says,  

                                                 

3 Ibid., 51.  
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All authentic [mission] is incarnational mission. We are called to enter other people’s 
social and cultural reality: into their thought-world, struggling to understand their 
misunderstandings of the gospel, and into the pain of their alienation, weeping with 
those who weep…..without compromising our Christian beliefs, values, and 
standards.4  

Today God calls the Church (the sent ones) to incarnational mission to make entry 

into people’s lives and make a difference. In this way God lays the foundation through 

which to build his new community. The Church then becomes God’s mission to the world. It 

is a mission about proclaiming the good news, and the good news is first about who Jesus is 

and what God has accomplished and is doing through. The mission of the church is not only 

about the person of Jesus. It is also a mission that takes into accounts societies’ physical as 

well as spiritual needs by carrying out good works that enhance the well-being of people. 

The feeding by Jesus of the five thousand demonstrates the holistic intent of God’s mission 

and shows that the mission of God is more in the world than in the church. 

God’s Vision for the Church 

God‘s vision for the church in every community is first to bring the community into a 

loving relationship with himself through Christ and to enhance and embellish the community 

into loving one another. “To become a disciple,” says David Bosch, “means a decisive and 

irrevocable turning to both God and neighbor.”5  

God’s vision for the church is essentially a missionary one reaching out to men and 

women to draw them to himself through Christ. In this regard the New Testament and the 

                                                 

4 Stott, The Living Church, 20-21. 

5 David Jacobus Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, American 
Society of Missiology Series No. 16 (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1991), 83. 
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nature of the early church become missionary documents to be studied to “help us to come to 

greater clarity about what mission meant then and might mean today.”6  

When Christ died, his death was not only to redeem humans from their sins, death 

and hell but also “to purify for himself a people that are his very own, eager to do what is 

good” (Titus 2:14). One must pause for a moment to examine what this Scripture means. 

These last words call one’s attention to 1 Peter 2:9, “a people belonging to God.” There is a 

sense here that “the people of God, taught by grace, are to do good works.”7 In this light God 

calls his people to make commitment to the church as he himself is committed and through 

the church God will carry out his kingdom agenda.  

In trying to introduce business into the local church ministry it might be helpful to 

take into account how the early church carried out its mission, which is necessary because 

without the knowledge of what the early church was, one may not know what the church is 

to be today. The apostle Luke writes in Acts 2 about how the early church carried out their 

mission work in the context of the well-being of community. Perhaps one can copy this Acts 

2 church as a model in contrast “with the muddle we often find ourselves in,”8 and to bring 

spiritual transformation of persons and socio-economic transformation of their places. 

Without such a model the church today may be irrelevant in the world and ineffective in the 

discharge of its kingdom duties, especially when the church wants to bring in a ministry that 

is seen as belonging to the world.  

                                                 

6 Ibid., 54. 

7 Walter L. Liefeld, 1 and 2 Timothy/Titus: The N.I.V. Application Commentary from Biblical Text--to 
Contemporary Life, The Niv Application Commentary Series (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1999), 341.  

8 John James, Dry Bones Can Live: How to Be Part of a Healthy Church (Ropley, UK: O Books, 
2008), 8. 
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“Acts 2:42-47 has been called ‘a lightning summary of the characteristics of the early 

church.’”9 In his book, The Living Church, John Stott describes the church in four 

characteristics as the essential ingredients for God’s vision for his church. He describes the 

church as, a learning church, a caring church, a worshiping church, and an evangelizing 

church.10 Apostle Luke explains what this church does. “They devoted themselves to the 

apostles’ teaching and the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone was 

filled with awe, and many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the apostles. All the 

believers were together and had everything in common” (Acts 2:42-47).  

Selling their possessions and goods, they gave to everyone as he had need” (Acts 

2:42-45). If things are going to get better in one’s cities and communities, it would make 

great sense to make a determination to preserve a biblical church and truth so that those 

communities will continue to be places of rest and refuge for the world.  

Truly, the early church in Acts 2 is worth emulating. As one can see, the first three 

essential characteristics of a living church deals with the inner life of the church—it was 

learning, caring, and worshiping church. “They devoted themselves to the apostles’ 

teaching” (Acts 2:42). From this understanding, in order to carry out God’s work, one ought 

to submit oneself to a spiritual transformation that comes about as one devotes oneself to the 

teachings of the Bible.  

In this way, God builds his kingdom purposes through one’s knowledge of him. By 

submitting one’s self to God’s word one becomes transformed in a godly manner that 

                                                 

9 Stott, The Living Church, 7. 

10 Ibid. 
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promotes trust in God and foster social compassion, so that Christians are able to love and 

care for people of religious and cultural diversities as God loves them.  

In studying God’s words, Christians encounter God as their provider, protector, 

sustainer, and the giver of eternal life, which was how the early Christians became matured 

in Christ. As Christians become filled with the knowledge of the goodness of God, they 

develop a heart for their neighbors. Luther explains it in this way: “Whoever feels the 

goodness of God, feels also for the misfortune of his neighbor; but whoever is not conscious 

of the goodness of God, sympathizes not in the misfortune of his neighbor. Therefore as he 

has no pleasure in God, he has no heart for his neighbor.”11  

In learning the teachings of the apostles, the congregation was able to deal with the 

urban challenges of their time as they were filled the Holy Spirit. Studying God’s words 

leads to fruit bearing (John 15:5). It takes more than just food, clothes, and a good house to 

change our community—it takes the whole Bible—because the Bible teaches about virtues 

of life which a Christian must cultivate towards God, others, and himself or herself. When 

Christians submit themselves to teachings of the Bible they are transformed to become godly 

people who can transform the community. 

Secondly, the vision of God’s church is to be a caring church as Luke points out: 

“They devoted themselves to the fellowship.” “Fellowship” tells us what Christians share in 

and what Christians share out as believers, which mean that Christians have something “we 

all share in together,” and something, “we share out together.”12 What Christians shared out 

is what Luke wants to draw his reader’s attention to when he says, “All the believers were 

                                                 

11 Martin Luther and Eugene F. A. Klug, Sermons of Martin Luther: The House Postils, 3 vols., vol. 2 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2000), 20. 
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together and had something in common. Selling their possessions and goods, they gave to 

anyone as he had need” (Acts 2:44-45). Wealth is a gift from God and a means of serving his 

kingdom; therefore, God’s people are stewards of such wealth, and it is the people’s 

responsibility to do good deeds with their riches for the advancement of the kingdom of 

God. This Scripture does not mean that every Christian must sell all his or her possessions to 

their community, but it is true that Jesus calls some of his disciples to voluntary surrender of 

possessions as in the case of the Rich man whom Jesus told to, “Go, sell everything you have 

and give to the poor….” (Mark 10:21).13  

God calls his followers to make available part of their wealth for the service of the 

community to alleviate poverty and advance his kingdom. He calls people to serve him in 

sickness, in marriage, in single life, and in wealth. The biblical charge of a biblical church is 

that Jesus wants his followers to be the cure to the communities’ spiritual conditions as well 

as the transformation of their social places, so in a sense God’s vision for the church is to be 

the presence of God for the city’s social-economic and spiritual needs. Luke says, “They 

were filled with the Holy Spirit” (Acts 2:4). So there is a sense here that when we claim that 

God lives in us we have no problem demonstrating our love, and the “neighborhood is s 

slum no longer. For Christ lives in me, and his kingdom agendas confront the 

neighborhood.”14 

One can see that church became generous and took care of the needy, which is what I 

want to call, ‘the total gospel of Jesus Christ’—where one’s social need is as important as his 

                                                                                                                                                       

12 Stott, The Living Church, 26. 

13 Ibid., 27. 

14 Bakke, A Theology As Big As The City, 37.  
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spiritual condition. The problem today is how some individual Christians have become  

“church Christians” at the neglect of the community by just settling with Sunday service; but 

at the heart of Christianity is a call to follow Jesus into the community with one’s 

possessions and transform the people’s physical as well as their spiritual condition. John 

Stott says “all Christians have made a conscientious decision before God what to do with our 

money and our possessions.”15 Stott explains further that the, 

Principle of voluntary Christian sharing is surely a permanent one. According to UN 
statistics, the number of destitute people (who survive on less than 1 U.S. dollar a 
day) is about a billion, while the average number who die every day of hunger and 
hunger-related causes, is said to be about 24,000. How can we live with these 
statistics? Many of the poor are our brothers and sisters. The Holy Spirit gives his 
people a tender social conscience.  

So those of us who live in affluent circumstances must simplify our economic 
lifestyle—not because we imagine this will solve the world’s macroeconomic 
problems but out of solidarity with the poor.16 

Throughout Scripture it is evident that all our possessions are gifts from God for the 

advancement of his kingdom on earth, and Christians are stewards of them. 

The social character of business is that it uses the material or natural gifts of God 

such as rivers and lakes, and the businessperson turns them into purified water. By such act 

he or she provides work, which then becomes a means first of all to satisfy personal needs, 

then family’s and s neighbors—thereby advancing God’s kingdom on earth.  

Because God himself works, and because God is love, Stefan Wyszynski pointed out 

in his book, All You Who Labor that, “The bond that arises in human work is the radiance of 

                                                 

15 Stott, The Living Church, 27. 

16 Ibid., 28. 
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love. For work itself is indeed love; it is the showing-forth, the witnessing of love.”17 He 

went further and eloquently explained that, 

It is this thought that give the human work its most sublime character. It cleanses our 
work of selfishness, of greed or profit, of the spirit of materialism and worldliness. 
Our work must be filled with spirit of love, sacrifice to the poor, to orphans, and to 
those who are unfit for effort and toil, especially the sick. The poor are Gods family. 
They are his care. And he exercises his care over them through our hands, abilities, 
talents, zeal, industry, and love.18 

God’s vision therefore calls the church to remember that “…The victim commits 

himself to you; you are the helper of the fatherless” (Ps. 10: 14b), and in another vein, Jesus 

reminds Christians that whoever gives a glass of water to the one in need will receive the 

reward of the heavenly kingdom (Matt. 10:42). Cities today present serious challenges that 

cry out for answers: poverty, racism, human exploitation coupled in some places with 

government corruption. This situation poses challenges to churches and faith organization as 

they try to live their faith out in bringing the love of God in Christ. After being a learning 

and a caring church, the third characteristic of the early church according to Luke was 

worshiping. Worship characterized the early church, which was formal and informal: “they 

continue to meet together in the temple courts and they broke bread in their homes” (Acts 

2:46). Christian worship is a response to what God has revealed and the recipient of such 

revelation is “filled with awe” (Acts 2:43). Such filling by the Spirit brought joy as the fruit 

of the spirit is joy. It is this joy that led the church into evangelism.  

There is a sense here that the church was filled with presence of the Holy Spirit. 

Members committed themselves to mission work (Acts 2:47), building, feeding, nursing, 

                                                 

17 Stefan Wyszynski, All You Who Labor: Work and the Sanctification of Daily Life (Manchester, NH: 
Sophia Institute Press, 1995), 33. 

18 Ibid., 38. 
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educating, etc. These characteristics of the early church are helpful in order to understand 

how the church today should minister in a given community and important to my context. 

Their work was holistic. They took care of the people’s physical needs as well as their 

salvation, thus providing them with a new way of life.  

In his book Transforming Mission, David Bosch wastes no time in explaining the 

holistic implications of the commission in Matthew 28:19, which should be a model for the 

church today. “In Matthew’s view,” Bosch explains, “Christians find their true identity when 

they are involved in mission, in communicating to others a new way of life, a new 

interpretation of reality and of God, and in committing themselves to the liberation of 

others,”19 which includes social justice and one’s salvation. 

Business and its Missiological Implications for Global Transformation 

It is the desire of God in his missionary work to draw humanity to himself through 

Christ and enhance and encourage the community to love one another. The first verse of the 

Bible in real sense presents one with God. The rest of the Bible becomes an expansion on the 

theme of who God is, what he is like, and what he is doing, “separating, designing, 

fashioning, communicating, beautifying, and empowering.”20  

The Great Commission provides a fitting climax to the gospel that begins with 

lineage of Jesus, the King of the Jews, and ends with a kingly command to extend his 

kingdom to all peoples of the world. This Great Commission given to the eleven apostles on 

a mountain in Galilee (Matt. 28:7, 9, 16) is directed to his church and to all Christians in the 

                                                 

19 Bosch, 83. 

20 R. Paul Stevens, Down-to-Earth Spirituality: Encountering God in the Ordinary, Boring Stuff of 
Life (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 93. 
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fields of their work. It teaches the power and the authority for the church’s missionary task. 

Christians are called to continue the work of Jesus, which might mean that in whatever 

business fields of work Christians might find themselves, it becomes their calling to be co-

creators on the mission field. It is evidenced that in mission some are called to be teachers, 

nurses, and doctors, engineers, masons and carpenters, etc.  

Such fields offer Christians the opportunity to present themselves as kingdom 

builders by their good works to the world. Jesus describes his work as “The blind receive 

sight, the lame work, those who have leprosy are cured, the deaf hear, the death are raised 

and the good news is preached to the poor” (Luke 7:22). The Old Testament quotes Amos 

saying, “‘I am no prophet,’ said Amos, ‘nor a prophet’s son; but I am a herdsman, and a 

dresser of sycamore trees, and the Lord took me from following the flock, and the Lord said 

to me, “Go, prophesy to my people Israel”’” (Amos 7:14-15).  

In the New Testament, before people even knew the disciples’ names, Luke describes 

their occupation as fishermen, casting their nets into the sea and mending and cleaning their 

nets (Luke 5:1-11). In Luke’s narrative Jesus used the disciples’ boats as a “platform of 

entrepreneurial commerce to preach to the growing crowd…Here we have divine word 

proclaimed from a workplace….”21 God’s vision then and today for the Church is to join 

him in building a new community to care and love people.  

David Bosch agrees when he says, “To participate in mission is to participate in the 

movement of God’s love toward people.”22 Mission then becomes God’s love to humanity.  

                                                 

21 Dalla Costa, 20. 

22 Bosch, 29. 
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Any business that brings service in love to the community is God’s ministry, for all 

ministries are God’s ministries, each of which aims at changing people’s social and 

economic contexts. The biblical and theological basis of the integration of church and 

business makes the church stronger in the community as it aims to transform people’s 

spiritual and social life. In Christ these two concerns blend. It is important to consider the 

economic sustainability of the place one is contemplating church planting. As has been 

mentioned earlier in this dissertation, the church cannot survive long if the congregation’s 

economic and social concerns are not addressed; therefore, business has a role in the 

redemptive purpose of creation by alleviating poverty and transforming people’s living 

conditions. Businesses with an intercultural approach can become mission fields that can 

offer Christians a platform from which they can become vibrant Disciples of Christ, teaching 

and proclaiming the Gospel. Biblically, the work of Christians is global because their 

mission is “to be sent” or “to be on the go.” For the earth cannot be “filled” (Gen.1:28) 

without moving; therefore as Christians move from city to city, country to country, planting 

churches and integrating with business, many cultures are embraced. One has no idea what 

the world would look like if believers were empowered to go into the world not just 

distributing gospel tracts but as businesspeople to serve the community in different capacity. 

In serving the community as businesspeople theology of work becomes a global mission.  

If mission is seen only as a field where one can transform people’s social and economic 

circumstance, “leading them to saving faith and obedience to God in Christ leads no further 

than the wilderness or the exile, both places of death.”23  

                                                 

23 Wright, The Mission of God, 287.  
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The example of using FBCA to produce purified water and sell to the community 

proves this point—the church has become a company in the community for the physical and 

spiritual transformation, which is what transformational leadership is about. R. Paul Stevens 

explains it well, “A company is also a community. In business we experience community, 

whether in a village marketplace, e-commerce, trade fairs, or the small mom-and-pop store 

in the neighborhood.”24 I believe the impact of such paradigm shift will be positively 

enormous, and both the church and the community will begin to experience each other’s 

presence in a positive way, which is exactly what God wants his followers to be doing.  

In mission one engages with the sense of developing creation as we come in contact 

with issues of the world such as economic, poverty, family, health, education, 

unemployment, and environmental issues. In a way one can say that business can bring 

people of diverse cultural background together in a relational way as we engage in business. 

For people made in the image of God are “inherently relational” because God saw that “it 

was not good to be alone” (Gen. 2:18). Jeff Van Duzer explains, “Business must flow from 

relationship and be shaped so as to flow back to support the community.”25 Business, 

therefore, brings the worker into God’s presence. God is able to manifest his power and 

bring success to this project.  

R. Paul Stevens explains that, “The incarnation of God in Jesus and the empowering 

presence of the Holy Spirit mean that God is with us in even the grittiest business 

situation.”26 This holistic nature of the church is the mission field, and the way forward to 

                                                 

24 Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 28. 

25 Van Duzer, 32. 

26 Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 128. 
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redeem the community because “mission,” says Bosch, “remains an indispensable dimension 

of the Christian faith and that, at its most profound level, its purpose is to transform the 

reality around it. Mission in this perspective, is that dimension of our faith that refuses to 

accept reality as it is and aims at changing it.”27  

In this context the depth of one’s faith is measured by the degree to which one is 

prepared to change the reality around him or her. How can one change the reality around one 

as he or she does business in the fallen world?  

Foster maintains that for most Christians, serious prayer is lacking in their lives. In 

his book, Celebration of discipline, he states, 

Of all Spiritual Disciplines prayer is the most central because it ushers us into 
perpetual communion with the Father. Meditation introduces us to the inner, fasting 
as accompanying means, study transforms our minds, but it is the Disciplines of 
prayer that brings us into the deepest and the highest work of the human spirit. Real 
prayer is life creating and life changing.28 

Prayer changes things and is the means God uses to bring transformation to his people. Jesus 

said, “I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full” (John 10:10). 

There is so much in this statement for Christians because one’s journey inward and 

outward depends on the Trinitarian power that keeps one alive, and prayer is the means to 

bring this promise of fullness of life to God’s people, yet with all its great benefits prayer 

does not take central part of one’s life as E.M. Bounds has observed, 

In spite of the benefits and blessings which flow from communion with God, the sad 
confession must be made that we are not praying much. A very small number 
comparatively lead [sic] in prayer at the meetings. Fewer still are in the habit of 
praying in regularly in their closets. Meetings especially for prayers are as rare as 
frost in June. In many churches there is neither the name nor the resemblance of a 
                                                 

27 Bosch, xv. 

28 Richard Foster, Celebration of Discipline: The Path to Spiritual Growth, 3rd ed. (Harper: 
HaperSanFrancisco, 1998), 33. 
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prayer meeting. In the town and city churches the prayer meeting in name is not a 
prayer meeting in fact. A sermon or a lecture is the main feature. Prayer is the 
nominal attachment. Our people are not essentially a praying people that is evident 
by their lives.29 

Since everyone lives and does business in a fallen world of tensions, prayer brings 

Christians in God presence though one may not know how to pray, yet by praying God is 

given the opportunity to pray through one as the apostle Paul wrote in his letter, “We do not 

know what we out to pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us with groans that words 

cannot express” (Rom. 8: 26). Prayer serves as the ladder to God and God to his people. It 

will draw God to the church and to the business and serves as the tool to communicate with 

him. Prayer is not what people do at crisis times. It is the heart for people’s relationship and 

communion with the Triune God, which is what was meant when Jesus said, “I and my 

Father are one” (John 10:30). Prayer calls Christian to learn the words of God so that they 

can pray in the spirit of God. Jesus says, “If you remain in me, and my words remain in you, 

ask whatever you wish, and it will be given to you” (John 15:7).  

When the workplaces lack regular prayer they become an arena of evil practices and 

that rob people of intimacy with God, but as Christians practice the discipline of prayer life 

“God slowly and graciously reveals to them our evasive actions and set us free from them.”30 

By this Christians can turn the place into arena of spiritual growth to facilitate intimacy with 

God. To prepare the next a generation of prayer-warriors it is therefore important to 

encourage prayer in the daily lives of children. 

                                                 

29 Bounds, 318. 

30 Foster, 103. 
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Prayer transforms people and in their transformed states they pray rightly and this is 

what transformational leadership seeks to achieve through the discipline of prayer. The 

statement problem of this study is not only about business but also about intimacy with God 

of which prayer is vital. 

Theology of Water  

The importance of water is mentioned in both the New and the Old Testaments. 

Psalm 1:2-3 says the one who “delight in the law of the Lord, and on his law he meditates 

day and night, he is like a tree planted by streams of waters, which yields its fruit in season 

and whose leaf does not wither. Whatever he does prosper.” Christians experience delightful 

life when they are so closely related to God that they find pleasure in habitual, daily study of 

God’s words. The life of those who truly immerse themselves in such study becomes fruitful 

and ultimately imperishable because they are like “trees planted in streams of waters.”  

The psalmist says, “You care for the land and waters it; you enrich it abundantly.  

The streams of God are filled with water to provide the people with grain, for so you 

have ordained it” (Ps. 65:9). God works his wonders in numerous arenas of life. In his 

righteous acts in history, he supplies fertility for crops and green pastures for the flocks. The 

stories of the Old Testament teach that some cities are located near waters and rely on them 

for their livelihood. Egypt’s location around the Nile River is an important economic factor 

for the Egyptians. In the same way Capernaum being located close to the entrance of the 

River Jordan is helped economically. Water being the main ingredient of life is affirmed 

when water is mentioned immediately after the creation story (Gen. 1:1).  

Also God used water to help his chosen people in time of need (Gen.21:10-19). 

Similarly God provided water for the Israelites on the desert (Ex. 17:1-7). Here God asked 
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Moses to strike the rock to provide water for the Israelites who were dying of thirst. While 

God uses water to help those in need, he also uses water to punish those who try to challenge 

his authority (Ex. 14:15-17) and for cleansing the earth of wickedness and corruption (Gen. 

7:1-24). In the Genesis account of creation the author says, “the earth was formless and 

empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Holy spirit of God was hovering 

over the waters” (Gen. 1:2). This a great truth we can pull from above and call it “theology 

from above,” and explore its significance as we steward it to bring meaning to life on earth 

and call it “theology from below.” These great theological truths show that God descended 

to transform the chaotic situation into creation of life-giving water and not the “chaotic, 

abyss-like deep” to make life possible.31  

John wrote in his gospel that Jesus “would have given you a living water” (John 

4:10). Believers live in Christ much like fish live in water. Jesus is thus one’s natural 

element—Water of life.  

Without him one cannot live just as one cannot live without water, which is what 

salvation is—being in Christ and asking him for life and living out the life that is only 

available in him. The first miracle Jesus performed was using water and turning it into wine 

(John 2:1-11). God knows water is vital to one’s very existence and water has existed on this 

planet long before even life first evolved; therefore, water is a gift from God, and like all 

things from God it is to be used wisely to impact people’s lives and honor God’s name.  

Water is used for baptism as a symbol to wash one’s sins away and emerge as a new 

born person transformed and healed by water and Spirit to begin a new life in Christ. The 

                                                 

31 Allen P. Ross, Creation and Blessing: A Guide to the Study and Exposition of Genesis, 1st 
paperback ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1996), 107.  
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book of Revelation says “To him who is thirsty I will give to drink without cost from the 

spring of the water of life” (Revelation 21:6). The God and Savior offers his salvation freely 

to all who thirst for the water of eternal life. The theological value of water shows water 

flows and connects all human activities and one cannot live without water just as one cannot 

live without life in Christ, who through him all things hold together.  

The concept of the importance of water for human life runs through from Genesis to 

Revelation to show that “every good and perfect thing is from above….” (Jas. 1:17). How 

then can’t such “good and perfect thing” as water from God bring meaning to life for the 

church and the people of Ashaiman as they steward it? It is for water that researching for the 

implementation of this project is important in order to achieve its objectives.  
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CHAPTER 5. 

RESEARCH 

Introduction 

For my dissertation my main research question on the field of inquiry was, “What 

are the opportunities for integrating business as part of church ministries?” During my 

research period in Ghana I did not find any particular existing statistical data or method to 

help me answer this question because they were not available for my topic in a place like 

Ashaiman. There were no variables on any particular project that I could use to contrast 

mine. Under the circumstances I developed my own method of research, which I called the 

Ashaiman Field Research Method (AFRM). I developed and chose this method for 

reliability and accuracy. This method involved field investigation, which was conducted by 

going from house to house and from church to church to gather information. In this way I 

found out myself, for example, how many children were in a house and how many go to 

school. Also it was easy in this way to establish the status of the children. 

This type of research brought me in direct contact with both Christians and non-

Christians and also other religious establishments. The research was conducted in an 

informal manner engaging retail shops and street shops. Since my dissertation is about 

bringing change in the church ministries I found it necessary to find out the opinion of the 

non- Christians and how they would perceive the church as businesspersons are often 

tainted with corruption. Since there was no business-integrated church in the community it 

was necessary to be in the field to talk to pastors and church leaders to find out what their 

scriptural opinion were with regard to church and business integration. 
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This field inquiry helped me to record differences of opinions. It was only in these 

personal contacts that I was able to conclude that being a new phenomenon such 

integration would not be without skeptics but would help the church and the community in 

the long run and would be helpful for future researchers with similar project. My project 

has two facets, both of which used the same research method and laid the ground work for 

my problem statement. The first facet of the research focused on the First Baptist Church 

Ashaiman (FBCA) in Ghana. If the recipient of my project is FBCA, then it would be 

helpful to find out what the church thinks about the proposed project. I have personally 

known this church for more than ten years. In February and May of 2010, I went to Ghana 

and worked with FBCA to study their needs and to begin the ground work for this project. 

In the course of that visit, I gained enormous first hand on-site experience and collected 

useful information for my project. In this research I collected facts about the historical 

background of FBCA, which included analysis and verification of church documents. I also 

researched church membership and its makeup. When that was accomplished I researched 

in the kinds of ministries FBCA is busy with. Finally I conducted market research and 

background of Ashaiman.  

The second facet of my research was based on face-to-face interviews and 

discussions I carried out in Netherlands and Belgium. I visited churches, notably Hope 

International Baptist Church in Rotterdam, Trinity International Baptist Church in The 

Hague, and Antwerp International Baptist Church in Belgium and interviewed and carried 

out discussions with the churches. These visits were undertaken to emphasize my problem 

statement that work is the means in which one offers him or herself and one’s love to God.  
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First Baptist Church of Ashaiman 

Historical Background and Facts Finding 

The historical background of FBC in this dissertation was important to get insights 

knowledge of the church history myself: The age of the church was established to be more 

than fifteen years, which means the church has known the community of Ashaiman long 

enough to do business there. As Jeff Van Duzer explains, “Business must flow from 

relationship and be shaped so as to flow back to support the community.1 

On the average about 35 percent of members live at a distance of between three to 

seven kilometers from the church while the rest live in Ashaiman. This 35 percent could be 

important missiological and business factors in the sense that this percentage could depict 

business as a mission filed as they retail the church products in their stations. The rest live 

close to church, which will ensure punctuality at church and is also helpful for the 

distribution. 

There is a truth that owing a property is economically helpful. To know that FBC 

owns its own building and land is an advantage. To help me establish that documents were 

analyzed and verified to determine the ownership of land and church building. It was 

important to establish that FBC is the legal owner of the building and the land, which is 

very important as some buildings in Ghana do stand on illegal ground. Knowing that both 

building and land are legally owned by the church is helpful.  

Because the church owns its property, it means the church can rent the building to 

other organizations after services to raise capital for my project. This system is very normal 

                                                 

1 Van Duzer, 32. 
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with European churches, and I advised some churches in Ghana to practice such system to 

raise extra money for their ministries. Based on church documents, the church has a 

membership of 155. Out of this, 75 percent are between 19-35 years; 20 percent are 

between 15-25 years, and 5 percent are between 3-16 years old.  

The documents revealed that men account for 60 percent, and women account for 

40 percent. My goal for knowing these percentages was to help me know how many men 

and women would be were available for work when it is needed.  

Another goal was to find out whether all the children attend school daily, since 

street children and truancy in the town is common. My research established that in 

Ashaiman there are between five to six children to a household, and from every five 

children one child has a mixed status. There are some homes in Ghana where parents do 

not send their children to school because of the costs involved. My research for this project 

revealed that about 2.5 percent of the children between the ages of five to six years in FBC 

do not go to school regularly. This information is important to this project so that I know 

how many children the church can support when full production of the purified water is 

started. These findings helped me to establish how many parents are employed or 

unemployed in the church.  

The percentage of trained and skilled members of FBC was found to be about 10 

percent, which information is important to my project in terms of the labor involved in the 

production of the purified water and how many of the membership could benefit from this 

project. The ministries of FBC are internal ones namely, women and men’s ministry. 

Researching in the types of ministries was important to my project because I wanted to 
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discover which particular ministry I should pay more attention to in order to prepare that 

ministry for a particular kind of training. 

For FBC the integration of church and business is a new phenomenon, yet 

understanding it is vital to the success of the project. If members do not understand it they 

might not be interested, which would affect commitment in the business. To avoid this 

problem, Wednesdays and Fridays were set from 7 pm to 9 pm to teach this new concept, 

which included preaching on the subject on Sundays too.  

Market Research 

Why market research? The essence of this market research was essential to help me 

identify my target customers. It also helped me found out what the market thought about 

my ideas, product, or brand. I collected insights of the market situation to help me target 

the right markets. This research is not only for this study, but it will be part of the business 

strategy. Because of its importance it would be undertaken at different stages in the course 

of the business from pre-launch onwards. Also this particular research will continue since 

consumers’ motivation and behavior can change. I have appointed some members of the 

church to continue examining the market situation.  

The market research was conducted by a total of ten people in groups of two who 

visited the markets in Ashaiman and the neighboring towns and communities. The first 

question was designed to determine whether the demand for purified water has increased or 

decreased. There are many kinds of purified water in the markets, and this investigation 

was to help me to be sure of my product. The research established that in Ghana the 

demand has increased significantly because of the increase in arrivals of visitors. Also it is 

becoming normal practice for the majority of Ghanaians to drink purified water. 
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The second question was to determine who the target audience would be for the 

product. It was discovered that both visitors and Ghanaians would be the target. The third 

question was to determine how big the market for the product would b. I sampled out about 

sixty-five retail and twenty-five wholesale shops, and each of the shops has purified water 

for sale. The goal was to find out if there were many shops in the vicinity of Ashaiman 

where FBC can supply them with purified water. This confirms the fact that demand for 

purified water has increased the last five years. As a result of this investigation, purification 

of water for commercial purposes would be a good business for the church, which means 

that the objective of this project to help unemployment in the church and the community of 

Ashaiman looks promising. 

The research was conducted through talks, and I found it reliable for my context. To 

finalize my research, I managed to bring together about fifty-five business people and 

members and leaders of different denominations in Ashaiman and the neighboring towns 

for a face-to-face discussion at First Baptist Church, where I gave a speech on and 

described my problem statement.  

The reason for this meeting was to spread this teaching into other denominations 

and encourage leaders and would-be leaders to include business as part of their ministries. 

The meeting was very important to my project because one of the desired outcomes of this 

project is to show that work outside the church is also spiritual. 

All the information collected is documented for future references. For a growing 

church like FBC it is important that proper administration is maintained to help the youth 

know the importance of keeping proper administration of the business and finance plan for 

the water purification.  
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I researched the overall business plan expenditure for the plant and machinery 

equipment for the water purification. Appendix B shows that the business plan also 

includes expenditure for transportation and installation, building, electricity, 

administration, labor, and expected returns. This detailed expenditure helps the church 

account for every cent spend and on what. As I said earlier, the church has some skilled 

professionals. One of such professionals is an accountant who has been put in charge of 

church accounts. 

Group Discussions in Netherlands and Belgium  

The second part of my research was carried out in Netherlands and Belgium. I 

conducted the following interviews on face-to-face with the following churches in 

Netherlands: Hope International Baptist Church in Rotterdam and Trinity Intl Baptist 

Church in The Hague. In Belgium I interviewed members of Antwerp International Baptist 

Church. The goal of the interviews was to find out the interviewees’ attitudes toward work 

and church.  

These interviews were conducted on face-to-face. I interviewed 120 people in total. 

In each church I interviewed ten people at a time. This small number helped me to engage 

in informal talks and to make it lively. 

I wanted to learn he answer to the question, Why do you work? I wanted to know 

whether he or she knows that work is a blessing and not a curse. I wanted to find out 

whether my interviewees see work as just a means to earning a living or a way they offer 

themselves to God. I learned that 80 percent work to support family; 15 percent work to 

have something to do, and 5 percent agree that God made humans to work. 
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The next question was: What work do you do and for how long? I wanted to try to 

establish the nature of the interviewee’s work. The answers will help me in my question. In 

response to that question, 65 percent work in the factory and 35 percent in offices and 

retailing shops. Number of years at work varied between five and twenty-five years. 

The next question was Do you get along well with your work mates? The purpose 

for this question is to determine the nature of relationships in the workplace. If the answers 

are negative they will help me to bring teachings and preaching to address these issues in 

order to create a friendlier workplace. The responses showed that 75 percent said “Yes,” 

and 25 percent said, “No.” Since I preach in these churches frequently, it helped me to 

preach more on business and church. A total of 100 percent of people I interviewed agreed 

that they would like to hear more preaching and teaching on integration of church and 

business.  

Another question was Do you have Christians at your workplace and do you make 

time to pray? Since the workplace is intercultural, each with his or her own set of beliefs 

and values, this dissertation acknowledges the importance of Christians uniting their 

workplaces with prayers so that they are not kept away from God. The result of my 

interviews showed that about 30 percent I interviewed said they have Christians in the 

workplace but they do not pray. 

The final questions was Do you think a church should establish a business? I 

wanted to establish the level of their understanding of church and business. The result of 

my interview showed that 75 percent say it is a good idea for the church to start a business, 

and 25 percent said they fear corrupt practices. Since the people of all the churches I 

interviewed were from different countries, the missiological implications are enormous, as 
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those who would be returning to their respective countries could incorporate such teaching 

in their ministries. 

The findings from two different geographical places, Ghana and Europe, reveal that 

the concept of integrating business into church ministry is not a popular teaching that is 

easily embraced. Christians, however, are made in the image of God for good works, and 

the epistle of James includes the teaching that faith without works is dead (Jas. 2:26). In the 

same way “to change people’s social or economic status without leading them to saving 

faith and obedience to God in Christ leads no further than the wilderness or exile, both 

places of death.”2 The blend of “social action and spiritual evangelism”3 is the desired 

outcome of this project, which is reflective of Jesus’ ministry, which I want my audience to 

understand. 

 

                                                 

2 Wright, The Mission of God, 287. 

3 Ibid., 286. 
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CHAPTER 6. 

THE DESIRED OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT 

Writing in Why Business Matters to God, Jeff Van Duzer stated that “When 

businesses produce material things that enhance the welfare of the community, they are 

engaged in work that matters to God.”1 Since business is part of creation and God’s 

redemptive purposes, God is interested in the successful outcome of business. As of May, 

2012, the project has not started bringing in profit, but since demand for purified water in 

Ashaiaman is increasing, the desired outcome of this project to serve the community will 

bring profits in the near future. Such profits have to be recycled back into the business to 

increase production to help finance the church ministries and other expenses. The profits 

will also serve as resources to help purchase another plant to increase production and 

employ more people in future, but “all in the context of a biblical understanding of 

human nature, stewardship, justice and community.”2 The outcome of this project is to 

help the audience and stakeholders to know that business plays an important role in 

reducing poverty and unemployment in the community.  

The Market Situation 

Every business operates in the market economy system; therefore, it is important 

to take into account the market forces to avoid failure. In other words, before a product 

emerges on the market it is prerequisite to study how the product will do to avoid 

                                                 

1 Jeff Van Duzer, Why Business Matters to God, 28-29.  

2 Stevens and Banks, 809. 
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failures, which means a business plan is necessary. The research for this project revealed 

that the demand for purified mineral water in Ghana is high. Not only is Ghana a warm 

country with temperatures of 26 to 32 Celsius in most part of the year, but the country is 

attracting visitors and businesspeople. As has already been stated, Ghana is noted for its 

peaceful democratic transition from one party to another. This news seems good for 

foreign businesspeople and investors, as investors would not invest in a country that is 

frequently at war. This political stability is gradually turning the country into a major 

tourist center along the coast of West Africa. According to the Ghana Statistical Service 

(GSS) report, the number of international arrivals attracted five hundred thousand 

tourists.3  

The World Bank also reported that the number of international arrivals in Ghana 

was 803,000 in 2009.4 It is believed that the numbers have since increased. Also the 

proximity of Ashaiman to Accra, the capital of Ghana and to Tema makes Ashaiaman’s 

open market an attractive place for shopping for people residing in these two commercial 

cities. Because of Ghana’s political stability the country is gradually becoming a tourist 

center and many foreign companies are attracted to come to Ghana to do business 

especially now that Ghana is producing and exporting oil. Since foreign visitors visiting 

Ghana and also Ghanaians who were living abroad and now have come home or visiting 

families would want to avoid possible contaminated water, they would prefer to use 

purified water, which has caused increased in the demand for purified water.  

                                                 

3 "Tourism Market Trends in Ghana", Ghana Statistical Service 
www.statsghana.gov.gh/TourismMarket.html (accessed May 1, 2012).  

4 "Ghana International Tourism", Trading Economics 
www.tradingeconomics.com/ghana/international-tourism (accessed May 1, 2012). 
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The hope is that as the church’s brand enters the community market, warehouses, 

and stores, it will draw the community to the church for their spiritual nourishment and 

by that a new sense of community belonging begins to emerge 

Business Plan 

The business plan is in appendix C. I have detailed the business concept of First 

Baptist Purified Water Project in Ashaiman. First I have outlined the target group of 

customers for the purified water. Second I have outlined here how the product is going to 

be marketed. Third I have addressed the way to deliver it and distribute it in the region. 

Fourth I have explained the financial fundamentals of the business and concluded with 

the planning and the milestones for continuing its expansion in future. 

Current Situation and Needs  

The business has been set up as part of the church ministry. Current activities are 

funded through the church in Rotterdam and the offerings and tithes of the church in 

Ashaiman. At the moment there are about twenty-five people involved as part-time in 

carrying out the business, but it is anticipated that the twenty-five people will become 

fully employed in future. The business as such is not yet profitable and needs to be 

enlarged and managed like a business in order to provide for the continuation of the 

church and reduce unemployment in the church and the community, which is the 

objective of this project.  

The church is able to provide technical people like electricians, plumbers, 

carpenters, masons, clerical people, and administrators, but they do not have work. This 

project in a way will help them to put their skills and talents into practice while at the 

same time provide the needed income. The activities in the business have been carried 
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out as volunteers at the moment. The people are enthusiastic about the concept because 

they feel that in the future, which will provide them with a place to work. What the 

church now needs most is to start production in a businesslike manner to generate an 

income for its people and fund its community activities further. 

Projected Income Outcome 

The name for the church brand will be “First Purified Drinking Water” Based on 

the research conducted, the water purification project is estimated to produce two 

thousand bags a day (per bag is thirty sachets) for thirty days. Calculating two thousand 

bags at GH¢ 0.10 per will bring a minimum income of GH¢ 60 (Ghana Cedi) which is 

equivalent to about $3.50 (USD) a day or $105.50 per month, which means the local 

church will be earning more than what it earns in monthly giving. In a community where 

most residents earn as little as $2.00 U.S. dollars a day these findings must be seen as 

good news for the church.  

The overall projection when production is at its highest can provide work to not 

less than thirty-five church members and will increase as demand increases in future. The 

local church would be able to support other activities like vocational training for both the 

youth and adults and seminary training instead of depending on non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs) or HIBC, Rotterdam for financial assistance, which means that 

while the business brings in extra income to the church, it also helps to reduce 

unemployment in the church and the community, thereby transforming the economic life 

of the people, which is what transformation leadership aims to achieve. The significance 

of this new path of church integration with marketplace theology will achieve other 

important things.  
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At the moment the church still depends on help from outside, but such business 

integration will in future help the church become self-supporting financially and help 

mission work beyond its borders. As people from the community come to purchase 

purified water from the church, a network of acquaintances and communication could 

emerge also. As business progresses daily, the church can become a “wholesale 

company” to the community in its own right, while maintaining core beliefs and values. 

In this context members of the church become employed. While making a living for 

themselves, their earnings will begin to offer them the means to tithe regularly, thereby 

increasing the financial resources of the church. In doing so members of the church 

would be learning the love of giving in obedience to God’s command instead of robbing 

God in tithes and offering (Mal. 3:8-9). Since giving has a greater meaning in the lives of 

Christians who follow Jesus and heed his teaching, the Bible lays greater emphasis on it 

to encourage and enhance faith in Christ.  

As members participate in the church business they would be earning money, 

which would encourage tithing and set an example for the youth. The acquisition of 

FBC’s own transport system to distribute its products would be a great outcome of this 

project. In Ghana, like many other African countries, many people are self employed, 

which is because of failure of effective leadership and accountability, which was a major 

theme in Ayittey’s book, African in Chaos. Lack of the availability of work has turned 

many people into self employment—selling things in front of houses and on road sites on 

daily bases to earn a living. What was discovered in my on-site investigation is that FBC 

in future would be able purchase its own transportation as sales increase to transport the 
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purified water to these “businesspeople” at their stations instead of renting, which is 

expensive in Ghana now.  

As it was revealed, such act would reduce the cost of transportation and increase 

the church earnings. It was also revealed in the research that 35 percent of FBC members 

that live between three to seven kilometers from the church. The rest live close to the 

church. In Ghana business goes on seven days a week, and retailers or wholesalers 

determine their own time for opening and closing, which is an opportunity to operate 

more days and hours. In this light, more hands would be needed thereby increasing 

employment in the church and the community, the objective of this project. Integrating 

business into the church ministry brings the church direct into the community. In business 

one is brought into contact with other people. This form of business engagement involves 

talking to each other, shaking hands in appreciation of a good business transaction, 

signing papers, and so on. All of which can turn the business into a mission field. The 

fourth desired outcome of this project is its missiological implications. 

Missiological Implications 

Throughout human history humans have been moving from place to place in 

search of better livelihood. It can be said that millions of Christians might not be able to 

cross frontiers to proclaim, “The kingdom of God is near. Repent and believe the good 

news!” (Mk. 1:15), but in all situations, God expects his new society, the church, to 

maintain standards and values so that the people who come to the church for whatever 

reason or reasons might experience his love, irrespective of their religious affiliations or 

ethnicity. 
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As has been revealed in research for this study, Ashaiman township has a large 

population of minority migrants from other West African countries such as Nigeria, 

Togo, Burkina Faso, and Mali with different religious affiliations and ethnicity resident in 

the locality, who are in search of better livelihood. In the context of the church business 

ministry, the presence of foreigners in the neighborhood offers the church an opportunity 

to function in a redemptive and humble manner to their physical needs. For “The 

kingdom of God,” says R. Paul Stevens, “is not just a spiritual rule but is the dynamic 

saving rule of God in all of life and all creation.”5 Also, “It is in the ordinary secular 

business of the world that the sacrifices of love and obedience are offered to God. It is in 

the context of secular affairs that the mighty power released into the world through the 

work of Christ is to be manifested.”6  

In such atmosphere it is hoped that through this project these migrants, of whom 

there are Muslims and Christians, would come to acknowledge the church not only as 

place of singing and reading the Bible but also where people’s livelihoods are of concern 

to the church and may one day by the power of the Holy Spirit come to know Jesus, and 

returning to their respective countries, they might introduce such a model to other 

churches. Such an outcome might lead more people coming to faith in the Lord and bring 

transformation in their lives. Many of the International Baptist Churches (IBC) in 

Netherlands and Belgium are culturally mixed. In my interviews and discussions for this 

project with them I discovered the concept of integrating business into church ministry 

was relatively new to them, yet members were interested to introduce this “new” teaching 

                                                 

5 Stevens, Doing God’s Business, 26. 
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into their ministries in their respective countries. The continuous influx of refugees from 

country to country for economic or political reasons has certainly altered the landscape of 

the frontiers of the world and therefore made them multicultural. Commenting on such 

development, Ray Bakke says, “The challenge is also missiological. As we move away 

from a world of nations to a world of interconnected multinational cities, it’s clear the 

frontier of mission has shifted. …Mission is no longer about crossing the oceans, jungles 

and deserts, but about crossing the streets of the world cities.”7  

Mission is about carrying out the work that Jesus commissioned his church to do 

in the world. The whole people of God are called into mission; therefore, business 

becomes an arena to witness to the world. As God’s image-bearer, humans have a deep 

yearning to be drawn to God; however, as Stefan Wyszynski points out, “Only when the 

face of earth is stamped with imprint of man’s work does it become worthy of God, for it 

is man alone who is called to restore the earth to God.”8 The outcome of the project is to 

help others to know that humanity’s business and work prepare the earth for God’s 

presence. Through such business as the water purification project, communities can begin 

to experience God’s love and people’s living conditions could be improved, which is 

what incarnational leadership is all about. Incarnational leadership changes people’s 

conditions. It brings hope to the hopeless, strength to the weak; the hungry get fed, and 

there are homes for the homeless. The rejected are accepted. The context is that by 

bringing business into the community the effect of it transforms people living conditions.  

                                                                                                                                                 

6 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans, 1989), 
quoted in Stevens, Doing God's Business, 26. 

7 Ray Bakke, A Theology as Big as the City, 13. 

8 Wyszynski, 54. 
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God expects that business is done with faith, hope and love. In such atmosphere 

people of all different cultures could be drawn to the church to buy purified water, which 

could be described as the whole community of Ashaiman assembled in the presence of 

the Lord. When business is done in the spirit of faith, hope and love there is community. 

A desired outcome of this project is also to teach FBC about working in faith, 

hope, and love. In his book Down-to-Earth Spirituality, R. Paul Stevens maintains that, 

“What makes work God-blessed is not that God’s Word and name are spoken out loud 

but that the work is done in faith, hope, and love.”9  

Work that brings socio-economic transformation matters to God. As I discovered 

during my research and has already been mentioned, the concept of this project is new to 

the people of FBC; therefore, HIBC in Rotterdam regularly sends teaching materials to 

help improve the level of the understanding of FBC about this project. These materials 

can help the leaders who in turn can teach their members about this integration, so their 

interaction with customers would be done in faith, hope, and love. Such an act is a way of 

doing good work in one’s community. Good work helps one live a reasonable life and 

helps one’s neighbor, too, to achieve a better livelihood. Good work also helps improve 

creation, and in the end it pleases God—“well done good and faithful servant” (Matt. 

25:23). Work therefore becomes a path to intimacy with God. Like all businesses there 

will be difficult times along the ways ahead, but as it has been said, the church is never 

without a guiding Light. When work is done in faith there is a sense that Jesus meets 

people in the workplace, for Jesus is in everything. The integration of church and 

business carries with it many teachings that need to be taught and explained to the 

                                                 

9 Stevens, Seven Days of Faith, 100. 
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congregation; else people might have different interpretation and look at business as just 

a means to gain instead of a means to intimacy with God.  

The Triangle of Love 

Life is not about events but about people who are engaged in businesses and other 

meaningful work to make a difference in people’s life in the world to reflect God’s 

image. The Triangle of Love (figure 3) shows how God works through his people to 

achieve his will. Relationship is at the heart of Christianity. Business is not suppose to 

take the businessperson from God but rather becomes a means for an intimate 

relationship with God. The desired outcome of this project is that business becomes a 

means to an intimate relationship with God and the church. The image of this triangle of 

love is important to the call of the church in the Ashaiman community. God whose love 

is always narrowing down fills Christians’ hearts so that they are able to transfer God’s 

love to the communities. This passion in the heart of God for his people is vital in his 

relationship with his people in every age. This triangle of love therefore becomes the 

template for the success of the project.  

The love triangle among God, the church, and the community is the template by 

which God carries out his purposes in the world, and such pattern is seen from Genesis 

through Revelation. The passion in the heart of God is vital to the success of this project 

just as the passion in God’s heart was foundational to the deliverance of the Israelites 

from the Egyptian bondage where Moses became God’s instrument to the Egyptians and 

the means to communicate to them. In the same way God has chosen FBC as his 

instrument to reach the people of Ashaiman. God desires that FBC and the Ashaiman 

people come to know him. When Christians seek God with all their hearts they are found 
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by God (Jer. 29:13). Such intimacy is important to the work they do in life, and it is this 

intimacy that helps to get things done. The passion of God flows through the activities of 

the church—the water purification to the community and back to God. God has not for 

gotten that he has promised to be on a mission with his people “to the very end of the 

age” (Matt. 28:20). 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The triangle of love 

As the church seeks God and conducts its new business ministry in faith, hope, 

and love to the community, the church steps into God’s purpose and joins him in 

reconciling the Ashaiman community to himself and transforms the people, which is a 

vital outcome of this project. Such transformation brings shalom to the community and 

helps the community to see the church as a place for all to come to experience God’s love 

and for one another. In finding concluding words to this project, one thing stands clear, 

GOD 

COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
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God, FBC, and the community have become a perfect love triangle, which is how God’s 

mission in the world works—through the church to the people he wants to save.  

God’s will for his people is that he wants his people first to “become like Christ, 

for Christlikeness is the will of God for the people of God.”10 The wishes of FBC in 

Ashaiman have to be seen in the context of seeking God’s will of becoming like Christ. 

The image of this triangle of love has to be understood as vital to God’s call on his 

people—a call to first and foremost an intimate relationship. Through this relationship 

God shares his passion to feed the community.  

 

                                                 

10 John R. W. Stott, The Radical Disciple: Some Neglected Aspects of Our Calling (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2010), 32. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

CONCLUSION 

The goal and objective of this dissertation is to integrate church and business, 

to show to my audience and stakeholders that such integration is not only possible but 

also biblical, and that business plays a redemptive role in reducing poverty and creates 

wealth and improves the human condition. Throughout this dissertation it has been 

proved to be possible. Also the project is aimed to help church members understand 

that worshiping God not only includes singing, evangelizing, tithing, and giving 

thanks but also includes conducting business in faith, hope, and love. Conducting 

business in such virtues will last forever and bring glory to God. In this dissertation 

the reader can see that FBC can make a big difference in the lives of its members and 

can impact the community as business is integrated into its ministries. God’s people 

should, therefore, be in favor of God’s mission to build individual lives through 

business and to provide useful and creative jobs to help the community to flourish. As 

has been mentioned earlier, theology of work examines what work means in a biblical 

context and this study has used water purification business as an example for the local 

church to show that business can also be part of the church’s ministry and can make 

the church self-supportive and help build the community. “Our work,” says, Jeff Van 

Duzer, “can have an additive, creative-mandate feature, but it will also be designed to 

participate in the restorative, redeeming and reconciling work that was at the heart of 

Christ’s ministry.”1  

                                                 

1 Van Duzer, 123. 
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This dissertation is also a model for other churches in Ghana and Europe. As 

these international churches integrate this teaching into their ministries, it can have 

enormous missiological implementations that can transform communities. 

The question now is whether the church by integrating business as part of its 

ministry is going in the right direction, but “Whatever the age in which the church 

lives,” as has already been argued by Küng, “the Gospel of Jesus Christ is its 

criteria….”2 

For God to include human beings in his work in creation explains the 

magnitude of the investment God has made in humans. He puts them right in the 

middle of his creation and asked them to subdue it, fill it, and be steward of it 

(Gen.1:28, 2:15). This directive means work will occupy greater part of one’s life on 

earth as coworkers with God.  

The theological basis of this study, also examined the theology of water to 

show that through the creation of material thing like water, God demonstrated his 

love, knowing that just as humans need water for their physical survival on earth, in 

Jesus both physical and spiritual life are found. Part of the outcome of this project also 

examines the spiritual content of business by explaining the importance of prayer. It is 

to show that prayer helps Christians to grow intimately with God through the practice 

of their faith in business. Christian spirituality of work is how Christians live and 

conduct business in the world. Through this project both the physical lives and the 

spiritual lives of the church and people of Ashaiman are not going to be the same 

again.  

                                                 

2 Küng, x. 
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Transformational leadership is about bringing in new perspectives and 

dimensions in the context of stewardship for God’s purposes to change life situations, 

but it is transformed people that transform others. As I stated earlier, millions of 

people in poor and under developed countries go to bed hungry every day.  

The temptation of Jesus to turn stones into bread to feed his own hunger must be the 

Christians own temptation and challenge to meet the felt needs of the community, and 

the application of this project becomes the template.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. 

Questionnaire 

Questions for FBCA 

How many years has the church been in Ashaiman?  

Do all the members come from Ashaiman or from other neighboring towns? 

Does the church owns the building and the plot and how big is the plot? 

What is the building used for about from Sundays and other church activities? 

What is the total membership number? 

How many of this number are men and women,  

What is the number of children and the number of boys and girls? 

What kinds of ministries are in the church? 

How many members are employed and how many are unemployed? 

Do you find the integration of church with business good idea for the church?   

 

Questions for Group Discussion in Netherlands and Belgium 

Why do you work?  

What work do you do and for how long? 

Do you get along well with your work mates?  
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Do you have Christians at your workplace and do you make time to pray?  

Do you think a church should establish business?  

Are you working full-time or part-time?  

Do you get along well with your work mates?  

Does your work take you away from your family and church frequently?  

Do you have Christians at your workplace?  

Do you like to hear more preaching and teaching on the subject of work and 

spiritual life? 
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Appendix B. 

Business Budget for Water Purification 

Table 1. Estimated capital expenditure 

Estimated Capital Expenditure       
        
Plant & Machinery   GHȼ   GHȼ
Equipment       
Fill seal Machine (Koyo)   35,000.00    
Reverse Osmosis Machine   40,000.00    
Pumps   5,000.00    
Filters   1,000.00    
Tanks & Towers   4,000.000    
       85,000.00
        
Transportation & Installation   5,600.00    
       5,600.00
        
Building renovation       
Mason & Tiles & Carpentry   6,784.00    
Electrical (Wiring)   2,500.00    
Plumbing   1,379.50    
Painting   823.50    
       20,487.00
        
Electrical Power (ECG)       
Temporal 3 Face Power   758.00    
Three Face Meters (2)   1,300.00    
       2,058.00
        
Total Capital Expenditure      113,145.00
        
Estimated Operating expenditure       
        
Direct Cost       
Labour   20,400.00    
Material & Overheads   42,432.00    
       62,832.00
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Administrative Expenses       
Administrative Emplyment Cost   20,400.00    
General Adm. Expenses   23,061.00    
       43,461.00
        

     106,293.00
 

Table 2. Total Operating expenditure 

Labour Cost GHȼ
Koyo Operator (Purification Plant) 4,800.00
Cleaners 3,600.00
Front Desk 2,400.00
drivers 4,800.00
Loaders 3,600.00
Casual 1,000.00
   
Total 20,400.00
   
Materials & Overheads  
Salt  
Safety Materials & Tools  
Maintenance  
Fuel & Lubricants  
PE Film Rolls  
Other Overheads  
   
Administration Employment Cost  
General Manager 8,400.00
Accounts Officers 7,200.00
Sales & Marketing officer 4,800.00
   
Total 20, 400.00 
   
General Administartive Expenses  
Consultancy fees (Accounts) 2,400.00
Bank Charges 180.00
Business Promotion 606.00
Depreciation 10,155.00
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Insurance 540.00
Rates 4,200.00
Rates Repairs & Maintenance 960.00
Sanitation 660.00
Telephone 540.00
Utilities 1,020.00
Vehicle Running expenses (hiring cost) 1,800.00
   
Total 23,061.00
   
Expected income   
Expected rate of production per day 2000 bags
Expected rate of production per month 40000 bags

Expected cash inflow per month 
40000 bags x GHȼ 

0.50 
  GHȼ 20,000

Expected cash inflow per year 
GHȼ 20,000 x 12 

months
  GHȼ 240,000
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Appendix C. 

The Business Plan of First Baptist Purified Water 

Table 3. The market opportunity 

Target customers • Workers in Ashaiman region and neighboring areas 
• Retail consumers in the region 
• School children 
• Visitors and tourists in Accra city and region 
 

Customer potential • Ashaiman region has 240.000 inhabitants 
• Ashaiman region has 25 schools (average 150 

children per school) 
• Visitors and tourists in Accra city and Tema region 

(estimate tourists of 800.000 visitors a year) 
 

Reason for buying • Bottled water offers a clean and purified drinking 
water 

• Local tap water is often contaminated (from 
pollution from illegal mining and poor hygienic 
standards) 

• An alternative like installing a purification filter in 
house is expensive (GHS100 Ghana Cedi). It is not 
easy to install by individuals and about 98% of 
individuals in the region can not afford a purification 
filter in their homes 

 
Opportunity for purchase • People purchase bottled water when going to work 

and coming from work  
• Also on social activities (school games, community 

sporting activities like football and athletics, 
wedding) and on picnics on the beaches of Accra and 
Tema. 
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Table 4. Supply, market development and acquisition  

Packaging • Packages 500 ml 
• Etiquette portraying the church in the community 
 

Distribution channel  • Small retail shops 
• Supermarkets 
• Bus stop / street markets 
• Street market at events (school, football, wedding) 
• Street market at the beach (Accra and Tema) 
 

What amount people are 

prepared to pay 

• Workers: approximately 0,10 (Ghana Cedi) 
• Beach visitors 0,50 (Ghana Cedi) 
• Tourists 0,50 (Ghana Cedi) 
 

Alternatives • Coconut drinks 
• Tap water 
• Other beverages 
• Bottled water large brands bottles 

o 1,5 liters 1,25 (Ghana Cedi) 
o 75 cl 0,85 (Ghana Cedi) 
o 50 cl 0,45 (Ghana Cedi) 
 

Competitive advantage • Quality: same as large bottled brands (purified) 
• Price: affordable one fourth below price of bottles 
• Portability: our product is easy to carry 
• The story: the church reaching out in the community. 

More than 70% of Ghanaians are active Christians. It 
will appeal to make a difference to people’s lives 

 
Peer marketing • People in Ghana turn to family members advice on 

product. They turn to those who have purchased the 
product before to find out whether it was good or 
bad.  

• If someone likes it they spread it. 
• The church community will be actively involved in 

marketing the product to their peers 
• The church will actively communicate what the 

church now is doing to other churches and that will 
encourage Christians to know the importance of work 

 
Additional benefits / Making 
the product more attractive 
and interesting 

• “The only water with the community approach” 
• “The water with hope for communities” 
• “The only water in Ghana that bears a church name”  
• Approve and market the bottles with church leaders 
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and mayors of the town in Ghana 
 

Table 5. Delivery 

How to reach the target group • Small retail shops 
• Supermarkets 
• Bus stop / street market 
• Street market at events (school, football, wedding) 
• Street market at the beach (Accra and Tema) 
 

Acquisition and marketing • Flyers for promotion to the shops and street market 
• Follow-up with calls with street market and shops 
• Follow-up larger customers with personal contact of 

trained volunteers of the church 
 

Expectations of distributors  • Easy ordering system 
• Delivery of the product to the shops / and from there 

pickup by the street market 
• Reliable delivery (often delivered as store room for 

inventory is low) 
 

Ordering, delivery, 

communications and follow-up 

 

• Continuous bottling process 
• Inventory of finished products organized by expiry 

date 
• Sacks of 30 sachets of bottled water 
• Telephone number for fast ordering (or website) 
• Order administration 
• Small truck for deliveries 
• Cash delivery so always two persons on the truck, 

equipped with telephone 
• Bank deposits of cash deliveries 
 

Follow up on delivery issues • All delivery issues will be dealt with by the 
supervisor 

• Supervisor decides how to handle customer and/or 
delivery issues 

  
Billing • Cash delivery so always two persons on the truck, 

equipped with telephone 
• Bank deposits of cash deliveries 
 

Contracts • Future possibility for delivery contracts with 
distributors on yearly or monthly quantities of 
purified water 
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• Possibly with build in price reductions if supplier 
reaches its yearly purchase volume 

Debtor credit and uncertain 

doubtful debts  

• Limited as cash delivery is required 

 

Table 6. Financial fundamentals of the business and milestones for continuing expansion 
Number of customers p/year • 5.000 

• Each customers buys on average 5 packages a day 
 

Number of distributors • 75 shops 
• 45 street market shops 
 

Number of products sold • 480.000 per year 
 

Sales price average p/unit • Average = 0,50 (Ghana Cedi) 
• Workers: approximately 0,40 (Ghana Cedi) 
• Beach visitors 0,60 Ghana (Cedi)  
• Tourists 0,60 Ghana (Cedi)  
 

Sales (gross) per year • Number multiply by price 
 

Cost of goods sold p/unit • --- 
 

Cost per year • Number multiply by costs 
 

Profit margin p/unit • Average = 0,06 (Ghana Cedi) 
 

Profits per year / income for 

the church 

• Number times sales -/- price 
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Table 7. Cost breakdown  

COST BREAKDOWN  

Raw material resources and 

costs 

• Average = 0,02 Ghana Cedi 
• Tap water from water distribution company 

Acquisition resources and costs • Church members and church leaders 

Marketing resources and costs • Promotion and flyers 

Purchasing resources and costs • Limited 

Production resources and costs • Koyo Operator (purification plant) 
• Equipment fill seal machine 
• Reverse osmosis machine 
• Pumps 
• Filters 
• Tanks & Towers 
• Electrical Temporal 3 Face Power 
• Electrical Three face Meters 
• Labor (machine operators, cleaners, maintenance) 
• Materials and overheads 
• Salt 
• Safety materials and tools 
• Fuel & Lubricants 
• PE Film rolls 
 

Building renovation • Building belongs to the church 
• Building needs renovations to start production 

professionally 
o Mason & Tiles & Carpentry 

o Electrical wiring 

o Plumbing 

o Painting 

• Sanitation 
 

Delivery resources and costs • Labor / loaders and drivers 
• Small truck (hiring) 
• Vehicle running expenses 

 

Depreciation and • Production equipment 
• Transport 
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reinvestments • Office equipment 

Service and supervision 

resources and costs 

• Labor / front desk and order administration 
• Supervisor 
• General management expenses 
• Telephone 
 

Bank and administrative costs • Insurance 
 

Taxes that apply • The church is not eligible for taxes in Ghana 

Residual income for the church •  

 

Table 8. Break-even and financial model 
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Table 9. Planning and milestones  

Year Activities and milestones 

Year 1 • Building repairs 
• Production facility 
• Training of personnel 15 
• Management operational 
• Sell 20000 packages through 25 shops 
• Start ordering through telephone 

 
Year 2 • Training of personnel 15 

• Sell 40000 packages through 50 shops 
• Maintenance small 
• Start ordering through website  

 
Year 3 • Training of personnel 15 

• Sell 50000 packages through 65 shops 
• Maintenance large 

 
Year 4 • Training of personnel 15 

• Sell 60000 packages through 75 shops 
• Maintenance small 

 
Year 5 • Training of personnel 15 

• Sell 60000 packages through 75 shops 
• Maintenance large 
• Reinvestment 
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